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Some (very brief) history

• 1922: J.C. Kapteyn coined the name ‘dark matter’, 
in studies of the stellar motion in our galaxy (he 
found that no dark matter is needed in the solar 
neighbourhood) 

• 1932: J. Oort suggested that there would be more 
dark than visible matter in the vicinity of the Sun 
(later the result turned out to be wrong)


• 1933: F. Zwicky found ‘dunkle Materie’ in the 
Coma cluster (the redshift of galaxies were 
much larger than the escape velocity due to 
luminous matter alone) 

• 1970s: V.C. Rubin & W. Ford: flat optical rotation 
curves of spiral galaxies, 1978: Bosma, radio

from “Fritz Zwicky, Astrophysiker”, Verlag NZZ 3



Large scale structureClusters (lensing)Galaxies

Clusters (lensing+X-ray) Cosmic Microwave BG

~68% 

dark energy

~32% matter

Our Universe today: apparently consistent picture 
from an impressive number of observations
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The dark matter puzzle remains 
fundamental:  dark matter leads to the 
formation of structure and galaxies in 
our universe 

We have a standard model of CDM, 
from ‘precision cosmology’ (CMB, 
LSS): however, measurement ≠ 
understanding 

For ~85% of matter in the universe 
is of unknown nature

The dark matter puzzle

HST COSMOS survey; Nature 445 (2007), 268 

Large scale distribution of dark matter, 
probed through gravitational lensing  
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So far, we mostly have “negative” 
information 

Constraints from astrophysics and 
searches for new particles: 

No colour charge 

No electric charge 

No strong self-interaction 

Stable, or very long-lived

Background | Probing dark matter through gravity

N-body

[Assume something 
about dark matter, 

cosmology, and galaxy 
formation]

COLD WARM HOT

Observation
[e.g. rotation curves; lensing; 

galaxy counts etc.]

CMB Cold Warm Hot

Probing dark matter through gravity

What do we know about the dark matter?
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Parameter space for searches

• Masses & interaction cross sections span 
an enormous range 

• Most dark matter experiments optimised to 
search for WIMPs 

• However also searches for axions, ALPs, 
SuperWIMPs, etc

H. Baer et al., Phys. Rept. 555, 2014 7



Parameter space for searches

accessibletonextgenerationexperiments.Forthe100 GeV=c2

case, however, the exposure required to get 100 neutrino
background events is 2,150 ton-years. Given these expo-
sure numbers, it is likely that at high masses, in
the absence of a WIMP signal at higher cross sections,
discovery limits much below 10−48 cm2 will become
impractical due to the large exposures required even in
the Poisson-dominated regime.
As a final calculation, we have mapped out the WIMP

discovery limit across the 500 MeV=c2 to 10 TeV=c2,
shown in Fig. 12 (right). To cover this large WIMP mass
range, we combined the discovery limits of two Xe-based
pseudoexperiments with a threshold of 3 eV and 4 keV. To
ensure we are well into the systematics limited regime,
exposures were increased to obtain 500 neutrino events.
This line thus represents a hard lower discovery limit for
dark matter experiments. Interestingly, we can denote three
distinct features in the discovery limits coming from the
combination of 7Be and CNO neutrinos, 8B and hep
neutrinos and atmospheric neutrinos at WIMP masses of
0.5, 6, and above 100 GeV=c2 respectively. Also shown are
the current exclusion limits and regions of interest from
several experimental groups. If the potential WIMP signals
around 10 GeV=c2 are shown not to be from WIMPs, the
remaining available parameter space for WIMP discovery
is bounded at the top by the LUX Collaboration and at the
bottom by the neutrino background. Progress below this
line would require very large exposures, lower systematic

errors on the neutrino flux, detection of annual modulation,
and/or large directional detection experiments.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have examined the limitations on the discovery
potential of WIMPs in direct detection experiments due
to the neutrino backgrounds from the Sun, atmosphere,
and supernovae. We have specifically focused on experi-
ments that are only sensitive to energy deposition from
WIMPs. We have determined the minimum detectable
spin-independent cross section as a function of WIMP
mass over a wide range of masses from 500 GeV=c2 to
10 TeV=c2 that could lead to a significant dark matter
detection. WIMP-nucleon cross sections of ∼10−45 and
∼10−49 cm2 are the maximal sensitivity to light and heavy
WIMP dark matter respectively that direct detection
searches without directional sensitivity could reach,
given the uncertainties on the neutrino fluxes. This limit
is roughly about 3 to 4 orders of magnitude below the
most recent experimental constraints. In the case of light
WIMPs (about 6 GeV=c2) next generation experiments
might already reach the saturation regime with about
100 neutrino background events. For heavier WIMPs
(above 20 GeV=c2) we have shown that progress below
10−48 cm2 will be strongly limited by the very large
increases in exposure required for decreasing gains in
discovery reach.

FIG. 12 (color online). Left: Neutrino isoevent contour lines (long dash orange) compared with current limits and regions of interest.
The contours delineate regions in the WIMP-nulceon cross section vs WIMP mass plane which for which dark matter experiments will
see neutrino events (see Sec. III D). Right: WIMP discovery limit (thick dashed orange) compared with current limits and regions of
interest. The dominant neutrino components for different WIMP mass regions are labeled. Progress beyond this line would require a
combination of better knowledge of the neutrino background, annual modulation, and/or directional detection. We show 90%
confidence exclusion limits from DAMIC [46] (light blue), SIMPLE [47] (purple), COUPP [48] (teal), ZEPLIN-III [49] (blue),
EDELWEISS standard [50] and low threshold [51] (orange), CDMS II Ge standard [52], low threshold [53] and CDMSlite [54] (red),
XENON10 S2 only [55] and XENON100 [2] (dark green), and LUX [56] (light green). The filled regions identify possible signal
regions associated with data from CDMS-II Si [1] (light blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [57] (yellow, 90% C.L.), DAMA/LIBRA [58] (tan,
99.7% C.L.), and CRESST [59] (pink, 95.45% C.L.) experiments. The light green shaded region is the parameter space excluded by the
LUX Collaboration.

IMPLICATION OF NEUTRINO BACKGROUNDS ON THE … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 89, 023524 (2014)

023524-13

H. Baer et al., Phys. Rept. 555, 2014 8
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Parameter space for searches – 5–
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Figure 1: Exclusion plot for axion-like particles
as described in the text.

In the DFSZ model [17], the tree-level coupling coefficient

to electrons is

Ce =
cos2 β

3
, (8)

where tanβ is the ratio of two Higgs vacuum expectation values

that are generic to this and similar models.

For nucleons, Cn,p are related to axial-vector current matrix

elements by generalized Goldberger-Treiman relations,

Cp = (Cu − η)∆u + (Cd − ηz)∆d + (Cs − ηw)∆s ,

Cn = (Cu − η)∆d + (Cd − ηz)∆u + (Cs − ηw)∆s .
(9)

Here, η = (1 + z + w)−1 with z = mu/md and w = mu/ms ≪ z

and the ∆q are given by the axial vector current matrix element

∆q Sµ = ⟨p|q̄γµγ5q|p⟩ with Sµ the proton spin.

Neutron beta decay and strong isospin symmetry considera-

tions imply ∆u−∆d = F +D = 1.269±0.003, whereas hyperon

decays and flavor SU(3) symmetry imply ∆u + ∆d − 2∆s =

3F − D = 0.586 ± 0.031 [21]. The strange-quark contribution

August 21, 2014 13:17

H. Baer et al., Phys. Rept. 555, 2014 
XENON, Phys. Rev. D 90, 062009 (2014) 
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Direct detection 

nuclear recoils from elastic scattering


dependance on A, J; annual modulation, 
directionality


local density and v-distribution


Indirect detection 

high-energy neutrinos, gammas, charged CRs


look at over-dense regions in the sky


astrophysics backgrounds difficult


Accelerator searches 

missing ET, mono-‘objects’, etc


can it establish that the new particle is the DM?

How to detect Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

Dark Matter - 
Standard Model 
mediators

Direct detection

Indirect detection
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Collisions of invisibles particles with atomic nuclei  

=> Evis  (q ~ tens of MeV): 

ER =
q2

2mN
< 30 keV

v/c ⇠ 0.75⇥ 10�3

N

�
�

N Evis
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Direct detection

Observable: kinetic 
energy of the recoiling 
nucleus
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What to expect in a terrestrial detector?
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Velocity 
distribution of 
WIMPs in the 
galaxy



=> WIMP flux on Earth: ~105 cm-2s-1 (MW=100 GeV, for 0.3 GeV cm-3)

J. Read, Journal of Phys. G41 (2014) 063101 

⇢(R0) = 0.2� 0.56GeV cm�3 = 0.005� 0.015M� pc�3

Local density (at R0 ~ 8 kpc) 

local measures use the vertical kinematics of 
stars near the Sun as ‘tracers’ (smaller error bars, 
but stronger assumptions about the halo shape) 

global measures extrapolate the density from 
the rotation curve (larger errors, but fewer 
assumptions) 

Astrophysics
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Figure 7. (Left) Average density of DM particles with 7 < R < 9 kpc as a function of the height from
the galactic disk z (R is the spherical radius to the galactic center). The dashed line gives the average
value for the entire spherical shell. To select particles in z slices, we used a thickness �z = 2 kpc.
(Right) Ratio of ring to shell densities as a function of distance from the galactic center for di↵erent
planes. The ratio fluctuates around 1.2 for the galactic plane (blue), while it drops to a value ⇠ 0.9
for other planes (green, magenta). For the plane yz, the sudden peak at R ' 13 kpc is due to the
presence of a satellite halo, visible on figure 8.b.
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Figure 8. Density maps of the dark matter halo in the planes a) xy (galactic plane), b) yz.
Contours correspond to ⇢DM = {0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0} GeV/cm3.

|z| < 3 kpc, we have Nstar = 143, 320. The distribution of v
r

and v
�

are shown on figure 6. We
observe that the dark matter and the star particles are indeed co-rotating in the solar neigh-
borhood. The mean tangential velocity is hv

�

i = 201 km/s but tends towards hv
�

i = 225 km/s
for stars closer to the galactic plane, which is consistent with Milky Way rotation curve

– 12 –
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Particle physics

• Use effective operators to describe WIMP-quark interactions


• Example: vector mediator


• The effective operator arises from “integrating out” the mediator with mass M and 
couplings gq and gX to the quark and the WIMP

⇤ =
M

p
gqg�

) �
tot

/ ⇤�4

Le↵
� =

1

⇤2
�̄�µ�q̄�

µq

N

�

N

�

contact interaction scale 14



N N

Z0
�

�

N N

h

�

�
�0 ⇠ 10�39cm2

Example cross sections
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�0 ⇠ 10�44 � 10�47 cm2



• In general, interactions leading to WIMP-nucleus scattering are parameterized as:


• scalar interactions (coupling to WIMP mass, from scalar, vector, tensor part of L)

• spin-spin interactions (coupling to the nuclear spin JN, from axial-vector part of L)

�SI ⇠ µ2

m2
�

[Zfp + (A� Z)fn]
2 fp, fn: scalar 4-fermion 

couplings to p and n

=> nuclei with large A favourable  (but nuclear form factor corrections)

=> nuclei with non-zero angular momentum (corrections due to spin structure functions)

ap, an: effective couplings to p 
and n;〈Sp〉and〈Sn〉
expectation values of the p and n 
spins within the nucleus

�SD ⇠ µ2 JN + 1

JN
(aphSpi+ anhSni)2

Scattering cross section on nuclei
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Form factor corrections

• With the WIMP-nucleus speed being of the order of 100 km s-1, the average momentum transfer


• will be in the range between 3 MeV/c - 30 MeV/c for WIMP and nucleus masses in the range           
10 GeV/c2 - 100 GeV/c2. Thus the elastic scattering occurs in the extreme non-relativistic limit and 
the scattering will be isotropic in the center of mass frame


• The de Broglie wavelength corresponding to a momentum transfer of p = 10 MeV/c


• is larger than the size of most nuclei, thus the scattering amplitudes on individual nucleons will add 
coherently 


• coherence loss will be important for heavy nuclei and/or WIMPs, and WIMPs in the tail of the 
velocity distribution

hpi ' µhvi

� =
h

p
' 20 fm > r0A

1/3fm = 1.25 fmA1/3



• Important for heavy WIMPs and/or nuclei and for WIMPs in the tail of the velocity 
distribution
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FIG. 12. (color online). Same as Fig. 6 but for 134Xe.
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FIG. 13. (color online). Same as Fig. 6 but for 136Xe.

butions only from the L = 0 multipole and is model-
independent:

SS(0) = A2 c20
2J + 1

4⇡
. (9)

This reflects the well-known coherence of the contribu-
tions of all A nucleons in SI scattering. Consequently,
near u = 0 the spin-averaged structure factors are essen-
tially identical for all xenon isotopes, apart from small
variations in A2.

Because of angular momentum coupling, only L = 0
multipoles contribute to the structure factors of the even-
mass isotopes. As discussed in Sec. II, parity and time
reversal constrain the multipoles to even L for elastic
scattering, so that for 129Xe only L = 0, and for 131Xe
only L = 0, 2 contribute. For the latter isotope, we show
in Fig. 10 the separate contributions from L = 0 and
L = 2 multipoles. At low momentum transfers, which
is the most important region for experiment, the L =
0 multipole is dominant, because coherence is lost for
L > 0 multipoles. Only near the minima of the L = 0
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FIG. 14. (color online). Structure factor SS(u) for
128Xe (this

work, black dots) in comparison to the Helm form factor (solid
red line) [25] and to the structure factor from Fitzpatrick et
al. (dashed green line) [15].
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FIG. 15. (color online). Same as Fig. 14 but for 129Xe.

multipole at u ⇠ 1.7 and u ⇠ 4.4 is the L = 2 multipole
relevant, but the structure factor at these u values is
suppressed with respect to SS(0) by over four and six
orders of magnitude, respectively.
Finally, we list in Table II the coe�cients of the fits

performed to reproduce the calculated structure factors
for each isotope.

V. COMPARISON TO HELM FORM FACTORS
AND OTHER CALCULATIONS

In experimental SI WIMP scattering analyses the stan-
dard structure factor used to set limits on WIMP-nucleon
cross sections is based on the Helm form factor [25]. This
phenomenological form factor is not obtained from a de-
tailed nuclear structure calculation, but is based on the
Fourier transform of a nuclear density model, assumed to

L. Vietze et  al., Phys.Rev. D91 (2015) 4, 043520 
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FIG. 18. (color online). Same as Fig. 14 but for 132Xe.
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FIG. 19. (color online). Same as Fig. 14 but for 134Xe.
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FIG. 20. (color online). Same as Fig. 14 but for 136Xe.

A. Comparison for spin-dependent WIMP
scattering

The interaction of WIMPs with nuclei can be also SD
reflecting the coupling of the spin of the WIMP to nu-
cleons. The even-mass xenon isotopes are practically in-
sensitive to SD scattering due to their J = 0 ground
state, so that only the odd-mass xenon isotopes 129Xe
and 131Xe are relevant. In previous work [11, 12], we
have calculated SD structure factors for xenon, also in-
cluding two-body currents in chiral e↵ective field theory.
To complete the study of WIMP scattering o↵ xenon, we
also compare these calculations to the results obtained
by Fitzpatrick et al. in Ref. [15]. This provides a test of
the calculations and explores the sensitivity of SD WIMP
scattering to nuclear structure.
The SD structure factor is naturally decomposed in

terms of the isospin couplings (a0 + a1⌧3)/2. However,
experimental results are commonly presented in terms
of “neutron-only” (a0 = �a1 = 1) and “proton-only”
(a0 = a1 = 1) structure factors Sn(u) and Sp(u), because
these coupling combinations are more sensitive to neu-
trons and protons, respectively. For vanishing momen-
tum transfer, q = 0 (u = 0), and considering only one-
body currents, the SD “neutron-only” and “proton-only”
structure factors are proportional to the square of the
expectation values of the neutron and proton spins [14].
These are given for both calculations in Table III. Be-
cause xenon has an even proton number, hSni � hSpi,
the “neutron-only” structure factor dominates over the
“proton-only” one.
This hierarchy of “neutron-only” versus “proton-only”

structure factors manifests itself in Figs. 21 and 22, where
we show the calculated SD structure factors for 129Xe and
131Xe. Note that the absolute scale of the SD structure
factors is ⇠ 10�4 smaller than for SI scattering, because
in the SD case, due to pairing, the contributions from
di↵erent nucleons do not add coherently.
In Refs. [11, 12], we included one- and two-body

currents in the WIMP-nucleon interaction Lagrangian.
However, for a direct comparison, Figs. 21 and 22 restrict
the results to the one-body level, even though two-body
currents are important because they reduce the “neutron-
only” structure factors by about 20% for xenon, and sig-
nificantly enhance the “proton-only” structure factors at

TABLE III. Proton/neutron spin expectation values hSp/ni
for 129Xe and 131Xe. Results are shown for the calculations of
Klos et al. [12], which use the same valence space and nuclear
interactions as in this work, and of Fitzpatrick et al. [15].

129Xe 131Xe

hSpi hSni hSpi hSni
Klos et al. [12] 0.010 0.329 �0.009 �0.272

Fitzpatrick et al. [15] 0.007 0.248 �0.005 �0.199

d�SI

dq2
= �0,SI ⇥ Ss(q)

Form factor corrections: spin-independent

u = q2b2/2



• WIMP-nucleus response (based on detailed nuclear structure calculations) 
especially important for spin-dependent interactions

and 127I, we have performed calculations in the largest
spaces to date and with tested interactions. For 129;131Xe,
the comparison to previous results is discussed in detail
in Ref. [15]. For the dominant hSni values for 129;131Xe,
and the dominant hSpi value for 127I, the difference to
previous calculations of Refs. [13,20,22,23] is about 25%
(and 55% for 131Xe). We attribute these differences to the
sizable truncations of the valence spaces in those calcu-
lations and because the interactions used have not been
as well tested.

C. Structure factors

1. Isoscalar/isovector versus proton/neutron

The structure factor SAðpÞ can be decomposed in terms
of its isoscalar and isovector parts SijðpÞ, characterized by
the isoscalar and isovector couplings a0 and a1:

SAðpÞ ¼ a20S00ðpÞ þ a0a1S01ðpÞ þ a21S11ðpÞ: (32)

However, it is common in the literature to use the struc-
ture factors SpðpÞ and SnðpÞ, which are referred to as
‘‘proton-only’’ and ‘‘neutron-only,’’ respectively. They
are defined by the couplings a0 ¼ a1 ¼ 1 (‘‘proton-
only’’) and a0 ¼ %a1 ¼ 1 (‘‘neutron-only’’) and are thus
related to the isoscalar and isovector structure factors by

SpðpÞ ¼ S00ðpÞ þ S01ðpÞ þ S11ðpÞ; (33)

SnðpÞ ¼ S00ðpÞ % S01ðpÞ þ S11ðpÞ: (34)

The origin of the ‘‘proton/neutron-only’’ structure factors
can be understood from Eq. (31). When 2b currents are
neglected, at p ¼ 0 the ‘‘proton/neutron-only’’ structure
factors are determined entirely by the proton/neutron spin
expectation values. Moreover, when the higher-order iso-
vector parts in 1b currents are neglected, this separation
also holds for p > 0. Because for odd-mass nuclei there is
a clear hierarchy of the spin expectation values (with either
jhSnij & jhSpij or jhSpij & jhSnij), the proton/neutron
decomposition is useful to capture the dominant parts of
SAðpÞ. For this reason, and because it is common experi-
mentally, we will also largely consider the proton/neutron
decomposition here. This is merely a convenient choice of
a0, a1 couplings, but the notation ‘‘proton/neutron-only’’ is
misleading, because it does not imply that the coupling is
to protons/neutrons only. Strong interactions between nu-
cleons in 2b currents, as well as the isovector nature of
pseudoscalar and other Q2 1b currents, mean that WIMPs
effectively couple to protons and neutrons in nuclei. In fact,
with 2b currents, both SpðpÞ and SnðpÞ are determined by
the spin distribution of the odd species.

In the following, we present structure factors as a
function of u ¼ p2b2=2 with harmonic-oscillator length
b ¼ ðℏ=m!Þ1=2 and ℏ! ¼ ð45A%1=3 % 25A%2=3Þ MeV.
When 2b currents are included, we provide theoretical error

bands due to the uncertainties in WIMP currents in nuclei;
see Table II. This takes into account the uncertainties in
the low-energy couplings c3, c4 and in the density range
! ¼ 0:10 . . . 0:12 fm%3.
For 129Xe and 131Xe the predicted isoscalar/isovector

structure factors S00ðuÞ, S01ðuÞ, and S11ðuÞ were discus-
sed in detail in Ref. [15], and they were compared to the
previous calculations of Refs. [20,23] (see also Sec. IVB).
Here, we present in Fig. 6 the proton/neutron structure
factors SpðuÞ. At the 1b current level, the results at

p ¼ 0 are determined by the spin expectation values.
Chiral 2b currents provide important contributions to the
structure factors, especially for p & 100 MeV, where we
find in Fig. 6 a significant increase of SpðuÞ. This is because
with 2b currents, neutrons can contribute to the ‘‘proton-
only’’ (a0 ¼ a1 ¼ 1) coupling due to the axial "a1ðpÞ
contribution in Eq. (31). For SnðuÞ, 2b currents lead to a
small reduction in the structure factor, depending on the
momentum transfer. This is caused by the combined
effect of the axial "a1ðpÞ and the pseudoscalar "aP1 ðpÞ
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FIG. 6 (color online). Structure factors SpðuÞ (solid lines) and
SnðuÞ (dashed) for 129Xe (top panel) and 131Xe (bottom panel) as
a function of u ¼ p2b2=2. The harmonic-oscillator lengths are
b ¼ 2:2853 fm and b ¼ 2:2905 fm for 129Xe and 131Xe, respec-
tively. Results are shown at the 1b current level, and also include
2b currents. The estimated theoretical uncertainty is given by the
red [SpðuÞ] and blue [SnðuÞ] bands.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Structure factors Sp(u) (solid lines)
and Sn(u) (dashed) for

127I as a function of u = p2b2/2 with
b = 2.2801 fm. Results are shown at the 1b current level, and
also including 2b currents. The estimated theoretical uncer-
tainty is given by the red (Sp(u)) and blue (Sn(u)) bands.

4. 127I, 19F, 23Na, 27Al, 29Si

In Figs. 11, 12, and 13, we show the structure fac-
tors Sn(u) and Sp(u) for 127I, 19F, 23Na, 27Al, and 29Si
at the 1b current level and including 2b currents. The
dominant structure factor is the one for the odd species.
Therefore, for 29Si Sn(u) dominates, while for the other
isotopes Sp(u) is the main component. All the features
discussed for 131Xe in Sec. IVC2 translate to these iso-
topes as well: The structure factors for the nondominant
“proton/neutron-only” couplings are strongly increased
when 2b currents are included. For the dominant struc-
ture factor, 2b currents produce a reduction, by about
10%− 30% at low momentum transfers, which at large u
can turn into a weak enhancement due to the 2b current
contribution to the pseudo-scalar currents. This is most
clearly seen for 19F in the top panel of Fig. 12, where we
also show the isoscalar/isovector structure factors S00(u),
S01(u), and S11(u). Note that the structure factor S01(u)
vanishes at the point where Sp(u) and Sn(u) cross.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This work presents a comprehensive derivation of SD
WIMP scattering off nuclei based on chiral EFT, includ-
ing one-body currents to order Q2 and the long-range
Q3 two-body currents due to pion exchange, which are
predicted in chiral EFT. Two-body currents are the lead-
ing corrections to the couplings of WIMPs to single nu-
cleons, assumed in all previous studies. Combined with
detailed Appendixes, we have presented the general for-
malism necessary to describe both elastic and inelastic
WIMP-nucleus scattering.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Structure factors for 19F as a
function of u = p2b2/2 with b = 1.7608 fm. Top panel:
Isoscalar/isovector S00(u) (solid line), S01(u) (dashed), and
S11(u) (dot-dashed) decomposition. Bottom panel: Pro-
ton/neutron Sp(u) (solid line) and Sn(u) (dashed) decom-
position. In both panels results are shown at the 1b current
level, and also including 2b currents. The estimated theoret-
ical uncertainty is given by the red (S11(u), Sp(u)) and blue
(S01(u), Sn(u)) bands.

We have performed state-of-the-art large-scale shell-
model calculations for all nonzero-spin nuclei relevant to
direct dark matter detection, using the largest valence
spaces accessible with nuclear interactions that have been
tested in nuclear structure and decay studies. The com-
parison of theoretical and experimental spectra demon-
strate a good description of these isotopes. We have cal-
culated the structure factors for elastic SD WIMP scat-
tering for all cases using chiral EFT currents, including
theoretical error bands due to the nuclear uncertainties
of WIMP currents in nuclei. Fits for the structure factors
are given in Appendix D.
We have studied in detail the role of two-body currents,

the contributions of different multipole operators, and
the issue of proton/neutron versus isoscalar/isovector de-
compositions of the structure factors. The long-range
two-body currents reduce the isovector parts of the struc-
ture factor at low momentum transfer, while they can
lead to a weak enhancement at higher momentum trans-

d�SD

dq2
= �0,SD ⇥ SA(q)

Form factor corrections: spin-dependent

u = q2b2/2



• For a typical WIMP mass of 100 GeV/c2, the expected WIMP flux on 
Earth (for the ‘standard local density’ value) is:


• This flux is sufficiently large that, even though WIMPs are weakly 
interacting, a small but potentially measurable fraction will 
elastically scatter off nuclei in an Earth-bound detector


• Direct dark matter detection experiments aim to detect WIMPs via 
nuclear recoils which are caused by WIMP-nucleus elastic 
scattering


• Assuming a scattering cross section of 10-38 cm2, the expected rate 
(for a nucleus with atomic mass A = 100) would be:

Expected interaction rates
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ERER
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nucleus
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Example: spectral dependance on the WIMP mass

• Recoil spectrum gets shifted to low energies for low WIMP masses


• One needs a light target and/or a low threshold to see low-mass WIMPs

Kinematics
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• Rate and shape of recoil spectrum depend on target material 

• Motion of the Earth causes: 

• annual event rate modulation: June - December asymmetry ~ 2-10%


• sidereal directional modulation: asymmetry ~20-100% in forward-
backward event rate

June

December

galactic plane
Cygnus

WIMP wind

v≈220 km/s

Drukier, Freese, Spergel, PRD 33,1986 D. Spergel, PRD 36, 1988

November 2, 2009 14:20 WSPC/INSTRUCTION FILE
cygnus2009Whitepaper

4 Battat et al.

Fig. 1. Hammer-Aito� projection of the WIMP flux in Galactic coordinates. A WIMP mass of
100 GeV has been assumed (from Ref. 12).

z

x

z

x

t = 0 h

t = 12 h

Cygnus

Fig. 2. (left) The daily rotation of the Earth introduces a modulation in recoil angle, as measured
in the laboratory frame. (right) Magnitude of this daily modulation for seven lab-fixed directions,
specified as angles with respect to the Earth’s equatorial plane. The solid line corresponds to zero
degrees, and the dotted, dashed, and dash-dot lines correspond to ±18�, ±54� and ±90�, with
negative angles falling above the zero degree line and positive angles below. The ±90� directions
are co-aligned with the Earth’s rotation axis and therefore exhibit no daily modulation. This
calculation assumes a WIMP mass of 100 GeV and CS2 target gas. (from Ref. 13).

the WIMP origin of the dark matter interaction candidate events.11 This is often
referred to as the materials signal. In practice, this would require the detection of a
large number of events with both targets (in order to measure the energy spectra),
the operation of experiments in similar background environments, and accurate
calculations of the nuclear form factors.

Dark matter signatures
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• Cosmic rays & cosmic activation of detector materials


• Natural (238U, 232Th, 40K) & anthropogenic (85Kr, 137Cs) radioactivity: 


• Ultimately: neutrino-nucleus scattering (solar, atmospheric and supernovae neutrinos)

LB et al., JCAP01 (2014) 044F. Ruppin  et al., 1408.3581
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FIG. 1: Left: Relevant neutrino fluxes to the background of direct dark matter detection experiments: Solar, atmospheric, and
di↵use supernovae [22–24]. Right: Neutrino background event rates for a germanium based detector. The black dashed line
corresponds to the sum of the neutrino induced nuclear recoil event rates. Also shown is the similarity between the event rate
from a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP with a SI cross section on the nucleon of 4.4⇥ 10�45 cm2 (black solid line) and the 8B neutrino event
rate.

neutrino-nucleus cross section with the neutrino flux as
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where dN

dE

⌫

corresponds to the neutrino flux. As it has
been shown in Ref. [17], the neutrino-nucleon elastic
interaction is theoretically well-understood within the
Standard Model, and leads to a coherence e↵ect imply-
ing a neutrino-nucleus cross section that approximately
scales as the atomic number (A) squared when the mo-
mentum transfer is below a few keV. At tree level, the
neutrino-nucleon elastic scattering is a neutral current
interaction that proceeds via the exchange of a Z boson.
The resulting di↵erential neutrino-nucleus cross section
as a function of the recoil energy and the neutrino en-
ergy is given by [18]:
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where m
N

is the nucleus mass, G
f

is the Fermi coupling
constant and Q

!

= N � (1 � 4 sin2 ✓
!

)Z is the weak
nuclear hypercharge with N the number of neutrons, Z
the number of protons, and ✓

!

the weak mixing angle.
The presence of the form factors describes the loss of
coherence at higher momentum transfer and is assumed
to be the same as for the WIMP-nucleus SI scattering.
Interestingly, as the CNS interaction only proceeds
through a neutral current, it is equally sensitive to all
active neutrino flavors.

In Fig. 1 (left panel), we present all the neutrino fluxes
that will induce relevant backgrounds to dark matter
detection searches. The di↵erent neutrino sources con-
sidered in this study are the sun, which generates high
fluxes of low energy neutrinos following the pp-chain [19]

and the possible CNO cycle [20, 21], di↵use supernovae
(DSNB) [22] and the interaction of cosmic rays with the
atmosphere [23] which induces low fluxes of high energy
neutrinos. As a summary of the neutrino sources used
in the following, we present in Table II the di↵erent
properties of the relevant neutrino families such as: the
maximal neutrino energy, the maximum recoil energy for
a Ge target nucleus and the overall flux normalization
and uncertainty. In order to most directly compare to
the analysis of Ref. [10], we use the standard solar model
BS05(OP) and the predictions on the atmospheric and
the DSNB neutrino fluxes from [23] and [22] respectively.

The di↵erent neutrino event rates are shown in Fig. 1
(right panel) for a Ge target. We can first notice that
the highest event rates are due to the solar neutrinos
and correspond to recoil energies below 6 keV. Indeed,
the 8B and hep neutrinos dominate the total neutrino
event rate for recoil energies between 0.1 and 8 keV
and above these energies, the dominant component is
the atmospheric neutrinos. Also shown, as a black solid
line, is the event rate from a 6 GeV/c2 WIMP with
a SI cross section on the nucleon of 4.4 ⇥ 10�45 cm2.
We can already notice that for this particular set of
parameters (m

�

,�SI), the WIMP event rate is very
similar to the one induced by the 8B neutrinos. As
discussed in the next section, this similarity will lead
to a strongly reduced discrimination power between
the WIMP and the neutrino hypotheses and therefore
dramatically a↵ect the discovery potential of upcoming
direct detection experiments.

Note that in this study we do not consider neutrino-
electron scattering, even though it is predicted to pro-
vide a substantial signal in future dark matter detectors.

pp
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How to deal with backgrounds?
• Go deep underground
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• Select low-background materials

• Use active shields • HPGe material screening
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How to deal with backgrounds?
• Fiducialization

• Avoid exposure to cosmic rays

• Discrimination

The fiducial volume used in this analysis contains 34 kg
of LXe. The volume was determined before the unblinding
by maximizing the dark matter sensitivity of the data given
the accessible ER background above the blinding cut. The
ellipsoidal shape was optimized on ER calibration data,
also taking into account event leakage into the signal re-
gion. A benchmark WIMP search region to quantify the
background expectation and to be used for the maximum
gap analysis was defined from 6:6–30:5 keVnr (3–20 PE) in
energy, by an upper 99.75% ER rejection line in the dis-
crimination parameter space, and by the lines correspond-
ing to S2> 150 PE and a lower line at !97% acceptance
from neutron calibration data (see lines in Fig. 2, top).

Both NR and ER interactions contribute to the expected
background for the WIMP search. The first is determined
from Monte Carlo simulations, by using the measured
intrinsic radioactive contamination of all detector and
shield materials [8] to calculate the neutron background
from ð!; nÞ and spontaneous fission reactions, as well as
from muons, taking into account the muon energy and
angular dependence at LNGS. The expectation from these
neutron sources is (0:17þ0:12

%0:07 ) events for the given expo-
sure and NR acceptance in the benchmark region. About
70% of the neutron background is muon-induced.

ER background events originate from radioactivity of
the detector components and from " and # activity of
intrinsic radioactivity in the LXe target, such as 222Rn and
85Kr. The latter background is most critical, since it cannot
be reduced by fiducialization. Hence, for the dark matter
search reported here, a major effort was made to reduce the
85Kr contamination, which affected the sensitivity of the
previous search [6]. To estimate the total ER background
from all sources, the 60Co and 232Th calibration data are
used, with>35 times more statistics in the relevant energy
range than in the dark matter data. The calibration data are
scaled to the dark matter exposure by normalizing it to the
number of events seen above the blinding cut in the energy
region of interest. The majority of ER background events
is Gaussian distributed in the discrimination parameter
space, with a few events leaking anomalously into the NR
band. These anomalous events can be due to double scat-
ters with one energy deposition inside the TPC and another
one in a charge insensitive region, such that the prompt S1
signal from the two scatters is combined with only one
charge signal S2. Following the observed distribution in
the calibration data, the anomalous leakage events were
parametrized by a constant (exponential) function in the
discrimination parameter (S1 space). The ER background
estimate including Gaussian and anomalous events is
(0:79& 0:16) in the benchmark region, leading to a total
background expectation of (1:0& 0:2) events.

The background model used in the PL analysis employs
the same assumptions and input spectra from MC and
calibration data. Its validity has been confirmed prior to
unblinding on the high-energy sideband and on the vetoed
data from 6:6–43:3 keVnr.

After unblinding, two events were observed in the bench-
mark WIMP search region; see Fig. 2. With energies of 7.1
(3.3) and 7:8 keVnr (3.8 PE), both fall into the lowest PE bin
used for this analysis. The waveforms for both events are of
high quality, and their S2=S1 value is at the lower edge of
the NR band from neutron calibration. There are no leakage
events below 3 PE. The PL analysis yields a p value of
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FIG. 2 (color online). (Top) Event distribution in the discrimi-
nation parameter space log10ðS2b=S1Þ, flattened by subtracting
the distribution’s mean, as observed after unblinding using all
analysis cuts and a 34 kg fiducial volume (black squares). A lower
analysis threshold of 6:6 keVnr (NR equivalent energy scale) is
employed. The PL analysis uses an upper energy threshold of
43:3 keVnr (3–30 PE), and the benchmark WIMP search region is
limited to 30:5 keVnr (3–20 PE). The negligible impact of the
S2> 150 PE threshold cut is indicated by the dashed-dotted blue
line, and the signal region is restricted by a lower border running
along the 97% NR quantile. An additional hard S2b=S1 discrimi-
nation cut at 99.75% ER rejection defines the benchmark WIMP
search region from above (dotted green line) but is only used to
cross-check the PL inference. The histogram in red and gray
indicates the NR band from the neutron calibration. Two events
fall into the benchmark region where (1:0& 0:2) are expected
from background. (Bottom) Spatial event distribution inside the
TPC using a 6:6–43:3 keVnr energy window. The 34 kg fiducial
volume is indicated by the red dashed line. Gray points are above
the 99.75% rejection line, and black circles fall below.
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Phonons

Charge

NaI: DAMA/LIBRA  
CsI: KIMS

Light

LXe: XMASS 
LAr: DEAP-3600

LXe: XENON, 
LUX, PandaX 
LAr: ArDM, 
DarkSide-50 

Ge, Si: SuperCDMS 
Ge: EDELWEISS 

CaWO4: CRESST 

C3F8, CF3I: PICO 
Ge: CoGeNT, CDEX 
SI: DAMIC  
CF4: DRIFT, DMTPC, 
MIMAC, Newage

Direct dark matter detection techniques
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accessibletonextgenerationexperiments.Forthe100 GeV=c2

case, however, the exposure required to get 100 neutrino
background events is 2,150 ton-years. Given these expo-
sure numbers, it is likely that at high masses, in
the absence of a WIMP signal at higher cross sections,
discovery limits much below 10−48 cm2 will become
impractical due to the large exposures required even in
the Poisson-dominated regime.
As a final calculation, we have mapped out the WIMP

discovery limit across the 500 MeV=c2 to 10 TeV=c2,
shown in Fig. 12 (right). To cover this large WIMP mass
range, we combined the discovery limits of two Xe-based
pseudoexperiments with a threshold of 3 eV and 4 keV. To
ensure we are well into the systematics limited regime,
exposures were increased to obtain 500 neutrino events.
This line thus represents a hard lower discovery limit for
dark matter experiments. Interestingly, we can denote three
distinct features in the discovery limits coming from the
combination of 7Be and CNO neutrinos, 8B and hep
neutrinos and atmospheric neutrinos at WIMP masses of
0.5, 6, and above 100 GeV=c2 respectively. Also shown are
the current exclusion limits and regions of interest from
several experimental groups. If the potential WIMP signals
around 10 GeV=c2 are shown not to be from WIMPs, the
remaining available parameter space for WIMP discovery
is bounded at the top by the LUX Collaboration and at the
bottom by the neutrino background. Progress below this
line would require very large exposures, lower systematic

errors on the neutrino flux, detection of annual modulation,
and/or large directional detection experiments.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have examined the limitations on the discovery
potential of WIMPs in direct detection experiments due
to the neutrino backgrounds from the Sun, atmosphere,
and supernovae. We have specifically focused on experi-
ments that are only sensitive to energy deposition from
WIMPs. We have determined the minimum detectable
spin-independent cross section as a function of WIMP
mass over a wide range of masses from 500 GeV=c2 to
10 TeV=c2 that could lead to a significant dark matter
detection. WIMP-nucleon cross sections of ∼10−45 and
∼10−49 cm2 are the maximal sensitivity to light and heavy
WIMP dark matter respectively that direct detection
searches without directional sensitivity could reach,
given the uncertainties on the neutrino fluxes. This limit
is roughly about 3 to 4 orders of magnitude below the
most recent experimental constraints. In the case of light
WIMPs (about 6 GeV=c2) next generation experiments
might already reach the saturation regime with about
100 neutrino background events. For heavier WIMPs
(above 20 GeV=c2) we have shown that progress below
10−48 cm2 will be strongly limited by the very large
increases in exposure required for decreasing gains in
discovery reach.

FIG. 12 (color online). Left: Neutrino isoevent contour lines (long dash orange) compared with current limits and regions of interest.
The contours delineate regions in the WIMP-nulceon cross section vs WIMP mass plane which for which dark matter experiments will
see neutrino events (see Sec. III D). Right: WIMP discovery limit (thick dashed orange) compared with current limits and regions of
interest. The dominant neutrino components for different WIMP mass regions are labeled. Progress beyond this line would require a
combination of better knowledge of the neutrino background, annual modulation, and/or directional detection. We show 90%
confidence exclusion limits from DAMIC [46] (light blue), SIMPLE [47] (purple), COUPP [48] (teal), ZEPLIN-III [49] (blue),
EDELWEISS standard [50] and low threshold [51] (orange), CDMS II Ge standard [52], low threshold [53] and CDMSlite [54] (red),
XENON10 S2 only [55] and XENON100 [2] (dark green), and LUX [56] (light green). The filled regions identify possible signal
regions associated with data from CDMS-II Si [1] (light blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [57] (yellow, 90% C.L.), DAMA/LIBRA [58] (tan,
99.7% C.L.), and CRESST [59] (pink, 95.45% C.L.) experiments. The light green shaded region is the parameter space excluded by the
LUX Collaboration.
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case, however, the exposure required to get 100 neutrino
background events is 2,150 ton-years. Given these expo-
sure numbers, it is likely that at high masses, in
the absence of a WIMP signal at higher cross sections,
discovery limits much below 10−48 cm2 will become
impractical due to the large exposures required even in
the Poisson-dominated regime.
As a final calculation, we have mapped out the WIMP

discovery limit across the 500 MeV=c2 to 10 TeV=c2,
shown in Fig. 12 (right). To cover this large WIMP mass
range, we combined the discovery limits of two Xe-based
pseudoexperiments with a threshold of 3 eV and 4 keV. To
ensure we are well into the systematics limited regime,
exposures were increased to obtain 500 neutrino events.
This line thus represents a hard lower discovery limit for
dark matter experiments. Interestingly, we can denote three
distinct features in the discovery limits coming from the
combination of 7Be and CNO neutrinos, 8B and hep
neutrinos and atmospheric neutrinos at WIMP masses of
0.5, 6, and above 100 GeV=c2 respectively. Also shown are
the current exclusion limits and regions of interest from
several experimental groups. If the potential WIMP signals
around 10 GeV=c2 are shown not to be from WIMPs, the
remaining available parameter space for WIMP discovery
is bounded at the top by the LUX Collaboration and at the
bottom by the neutrino background. Progress below this
line would require very large exposures, lower systematic

errors on the neutrino flux, detection of annual modulation,
and/or large directional detection experiments.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have examined the limitations on the discovery
potential of WIMPs in direct detection experiments due
to the neutrino backgrounds from the Sun, atmosphere,
and supernovae. We have specifically focused on experi-
ments that are only sensitive to energy deposition from
WIMPs. We have determined the minimum detectable
spin-independent cross section as a function of WIMP
mass over a wide range of masses from 500 GeV=c2 to
10 TeV=c2 that could lead to a significant dark matter
detection. WIMP-nucleon cross sections of ∼10−45 and
∼10−49 cm2 are the maximal sensitivity to light and heavy
WIMP dark matter respectively that direct detection
searches without directional sensitivity could reach,
given the uncertainties on the neutrino fluxes. This limit
is roughly about 3 to 4 orders of magnitude below the
most recent experimental constraints. In the case of light
WIMPs (about 6 GeV=c2) next generation experiments
might already reach the saturation regime with about
100 neutrino background events. For heavier WIMPs
(above 20 GeV=c2) we have shown that progress below
10−48 cm2 will be strongly limited by the very large
increases in exposure required for decreasing gains in
discovery reach.

FIG. 12 (color online). Left: Neutrino isoevent contour lines (long dash orange) compared with current limits and regions of interest.
The contours delineate regions in the WIMP-nulceon cross section vs WIMP mass plane which for which dark matter experiments will
see neutrino events (see Sec. III D). Right: WIMP discovery limit (thick dashed orange) compared with current limits and regions of
interest. The dominant neutrino components for different WIMP mass regions are labeled. Progress beyond this line would require a
combination of better knowledge of the neutrino background, annual modulation, and/or directional detection. We show 90%
confidence exclusion limits from DAMIC [46] (light blue), SIMPLE [47] (purple), COUPP [48] (teal), ZEPLIN-III [49] (blue),
EDELWEISS standard [50] and low threshold [51] (orange), CDMS II Ge standard [52], low threshold [53] and CDMSlite [54] (red),
XENON10 S2 only [55] and XENON100 [2] (dark green), and LUX [56] (light green). The filled regions identify possible signal
regions associated with data from CDMS-II Si [1] (light blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [57] (yellow, 90% C.L.), DAMA/LIBRA [58] (tan,
99.7% C.L.), and CRESST [59] (pink, 95.45% C.L.) experiments. The light green shaded region is the parameter space excluded by the
LUX Collaboration.
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SUSY Predictions: 2 examples
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Figure 7. (a) Marginalized 2D posterior distribution for the CMSSM with µ > 0 in the (mχ, σSI
p )

plane. The red solid line shows the 90% C.L. upper bound as given by LUX, here included in the
likelihood function. The gray dot-dashed line shows the 2012 XENON100 90% C.L. bound [70] and
the magenta dashed line shows projected sensitivity for 2017 at XENON-1T [103]. (b) Marginalized
2D posterior distribution for the CMSSM with µ > 0 in the (mχ, σv) plane. The magenta dashed
line shows the expected sensitivity of CTA under the assumptions of [36] for a NFW halo profile.
The magenta dot-dashed line shows the corresponding sensitivity with Einasto profile. The dotted
black line shows the projected sensitivity of the CTA expansion considered in [104].

region have the potential to be probed in the next few years, encompassing about 70% of

the points in the scan. This makes dark matter direct detection searches the predominant

tool for exploration of the CMSSM.

In the CMSSM the largest cross section values, σSIp ! 10−8 pb, are obtained in the focus

point region. One can see the beginning of the horizontal branch joining the higgsino and

focus point regions, at mχ ≃ 0.7 − 0.8TeV. The effect of the LUX limit in the likelihood

is visible, as the credibility region is cut off rapidly after crossing the 90% C.L. bound,

shown in red. In contrast to [16], this causes the focus point region to be disfavored by

the scan. In the µ < 0 scenario we obtain the same results albeit with the absence of the

A-resonance region. The sign of the µ parameter has little impact on σSIp for the neutralino

and the ∼ 1TeV higgsino region with µ < 0 can also be entirely probed by XENON-1T.

In figure 7(b) we show the 2D posterior distribution in the (mχ, σv) plane. The

node at σv " 10−28 cm3/s is the stau-coannihilation region, which has a much reduced

σv in the present day due to the absence of co-annihilations with the stau NLSP, which

are instead only present in the early Universe. The A-resonance and ∼ 1TeV higgsino

regions are visible at larger σv, from left to right, respectively. The A-resonance region is

characterized by a broad range of cross section values, with a deep funnel at 95% credibility

that extends down to σv ≃ 10−28 cm3/s. This corresponds to a large resonant effect in the

– 16 –
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DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation signal

• Period = 1 year, phase = June 2 ± 7 days; 9.3-sigma


• Results in tension with many WIMP searches


• Several experiments to directly probe the modulation signal 
with similar detectors (NaI, CsI): SABRE, ANAIS, DM-Ice, 
KIMS 

• “Leptophilic” models viable (until a few weeks ago…)

2-4 keV

R. Bernabei et al, EPJ-C67 (2010)
30

DAMA/LIBRA NaI: 2% annual modulation

SABRE, 50 kg NaI detectors
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Fig. 2. 40K decay scheme

2.2. The Veto Concept
Rather than rely solely on coincidence rejection between multiple crystal volumes, a dedicated detec-

tor surrounding the experimental apparatus can be used to detect radiation leaving the active dark-matter-
sensitive volume. Such a detector, filled with liquid scintillator, can provide an active veto for events in the
crystals that produce escaping radiation, as is the case in 40K decay, as well as other radioactive backgrounds.
An illustration of this principle is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. An illustration of the veto concept as applied to 40K decay (not to scale). When 40K decays into 40Ar, it produces a 3 keV
x-ray/Auger electron with a corresponding 1.4 MeV γ ray. A liquid scintillator detector surrounding the crystal can observe the γ ray
that would otherwise escape the system. These background events can be rejected.

2.3. Description of the Experiment
The current design of the SABRE experimental setup for one crystal is shown in Fig. 4, while the

eventual design for a ∼50-60 kg dark matter experiment is shown in 5 (left). Though initial tests will
be conducted with a smaller crystal (1-2 kg), a larger-scale experiment will make use of larger, 8-10 kg
crystals. Each crystal will be enclosed in a self-contained module consisting of the crystal itself and two
low-radioactivity, high-quantum-efficiency photomultiplier tubes. The phototubes will be optically coupled
to opposite sides of the crystal. These components will be sealed in a light- and air-tight, low-radioactivity,
metal container. This container and its contents constitutes a single NaI detector module.

These NaI(Tl) crystal detectors will be installed in the center of a φ1.5 m×1.5 m cylindrical liquid scintil-
lator veto detector that is shielded from environmental background with ∼20-25 cm of passive steel or lead
shielding. During a 40K decay, if the accompanying 1.46 MeV γ-ray escapes the NaI(Tl) crystal module
and gets recorded in the liquid scintillator detector, the associated ∼3 keVee feature in the NaI(Tl) crystal
detector can be tagged and rejected. This veto can also be applied other internal radioactivity as well as
external γ-ray backgrounds.

2.4. Experimental Plan
The current plan for the SABRE experiment is to operate in two phases. First, the goal is to grow ultra-

high purity crystals and understand their intrinsic radioactivity. This will be done by using the active veto
detector or the DarkSide-50 veto as a coincidence counter to measure the rate caused by impurities in the
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Fig. 7. Expected Backgrounds for a single 2 kg crystal dark matter measurement in SABRE with and without the liquid scintillator
veto detector, as compared with the DAMA single hit rate. The 3 keVee feature due to the decay of 40K is drastically reduced by the
veto.

the DAMA modulation model and the alternative zero modulation model using a hypothesis test. In either
case, the SABRE modulation analysis can confirm or refute DAMA with >3σ confidence level in >98.5%
of the simulations, provided the detector performance is sufficiently stable. We comment that the confidence
will improve if a lower background than what is assumed in this analysis is achieved. Such a low radioac-
tive background level will also enhance SABRE’s sensitivity to dark matter interactions. Therefore, even if
SABRE refutes the dark matter claim of DAMA, it will be able to explore the regime of light WIMP dark
matter at high sensitivity and contribute to the dark matter search community.

8. Future Plans and Conclusions

We expect to install the SABRE experimental setup at LNGS, either using the dedicated liquid scintil-
lator veto detector, or taking advantage of the working DarkSide-50 veto detector. At present, our plan is
to use the DarkSide-50 veto for initial measurements, and then either DarkSide-50 or our own liquid scin-
tillator veto detector for a separate dark matter measurement, which will initially begin with a target mass
of 50-60 kg. The compact size of the dedicated liquid scintillator detector also makes it possible to relocate
SABRE to the deeper SNOLab site if lower cosmic ray background than that of LNGS is desired.

With a 50-60 kg array of NaI(Tl) crystals, active rejection of backgrounds, and possibly more radio-pure
crystals and detector components, SABRE will provide a direct test of the DAMA/LIBRA measurement, but
is also designed to improve upon DAMA/LIBRA. The production of the liquid scintillator veto detector and
the crystals is underway. From the progress that has been made thus far, we believe the SABRE experiment
can achieve a background rate lower than that of DAMA.
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Cryogenic Experiments at mK Temperatures



Cryogenic Experiments at mK Temperatures

• Principle: phonon (quanta of lattice vibrations) mediated detectors

• Motivation: increase the energy resolution + detect smaller energy depositions (lower the 

threshold); use a variety of absorber materials (not only Ge and Si)

• The energy resolution (W = FWHM) of a semiconductor detector (N = nr. of e--h excitations)


• E = deposited energy; F = Fano factor; N = E/ε; in Si: ε = 3.6 eV/e--h pair (band gap is 1.2 eV! - where does 
70% of the energy go?). F-> the energy loss in a collision is not purely statistical (=0.13 in Ge; 0.11 in Si)


• Maximum phonon energy in Si: 60 meV

➡  many more phonons are created than e--h pairs! 

• For dark matter searches:

➡  thermal phonon detectors (measure an increase in temperature) 
➡  athermal phonon detectors (detect fast, non-equilibrium phonons) 

• Detector made from superconductors: the superconducting energy gap 2Δ~ 1 meV

➡binding energy of a Cooper pair (equiv. of band gap in semiconductors); 2 quasi-particles for every 

unbound Cooper pair; these can be detected -> in principle large improvement in energy resolution
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Basic Principles of mK Cryogenic Detectors

• A deposited energy E (ER or NR) will produce a temperature rise ΔT given by:

C(T) = heat capacity of absorber

G(T) = thermal conductance of the link 
between the absorber and the 
reservoir at temperature T0

Normal metals: 
the electronic part of C(T) ∼ T, and dominates the 
heat capacity  at low temperatures

Superconductors: 
the electronic part is proportional to exp(-Tc/T)
(Tc = superconducting transition temperature)
and is negligible compared to lattice contributions  
for T<<Tc
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T-sensor
Absorber 
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Basic Principles of mK Cryogenic Detectors

• For pure dielectric crystals and superconductors at T << Tc, the heat capacity is given 
by: 

➡  the lower the T, the larger the ΔT per unit of absorbed energy

➡ in thermal detectors E is measured as the temperature rise ΔT


• Example: at T = 10 mK, a 1 keV energy deposition in a 100 g detector increases the 
temperature by: 


• this can be measured!

m = absorber mass

M = molecular weight of absorber

ΘD = Debye temperature (at which the 
highest frequency gets excited) �D =

h⇥m
k

C(T ) ⇠ m

M

✓
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Thermal Detectors

• The intrinsic energy resolution (as FWHM) of such a calorimeter is given by (kB is the 
Boltzmann constant):


• Example for the theoretical expectation of the intrinsic energy resolution:  
➡  a 1 kg Ge crystal operated at 10 mK could achieve an energy resolution of about 10 eV => two 

orders of magnitude better than Ge ionization detectors


➡ a 1 mg of Si at 50 mK could achieve an energy resolution of 1 eV => two orders of magnitude 
better than conventional Si detectors

C(T )
kB

=  number of phonon modes

kBT =  mean energy per modeW = 2.35⇠
p
kBT 2C(T )

⇠ = 1.5� 2 Info about the sensor. the thermal 
link and the T-dependance of C(T)



Temperature Sensors

• Semiconductor thermistor: a highly doped semiconductor such that the resistance R is a strong 
function of temperature (NTD = neutron-transmutation-doped Ge - uniformly dope the crystal by 
neutron irradiation)

• Superconducting (SC) transition sensor (TES/SPT): thin film of superconductor biased near 
the middle of its normal/SC transition 

• For both NTDs and TESs/SPTs, an energy deposition produces a change in the electrical 
resistance R(T). The response can be expressed in terms of the logarithmic sensitivity:

→ the sensitivity of TES/SPTs can be extremely high (depending on the width of the SC/
normal transition)

→ however, the temperature of the detector system must be kept very stable

Typical values:

α = -10 to -1 for semiconductor thermistors

α ∼ +103 for TES/SPT devices

� ⌘ dlog(R(T ))

dlog(T )



Example: Thermal Detector with SPT-sensor
• The change of resistance due to a particle interaction in the absorber is detected by a 

superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)  (by the change in current induced in the 
input coil of the SQUID) 

• Thermal detectors: slow -> ms for the phonons to relax to a thermal distribution

• TES: can be used to detect fast, athermal phonons -> how are these kept stable?

Heat sink T0

Thermal link G(T)

Cu holder

SQUID

I0

Rref

Absorber, C(T)

Sensor R(T)

Input Coil



TES with Electrothermal-Feedback

• T0 << TC: substrate is cooled well below the SC transition temperature TC

• A voltage VB is placed across the film (TES)
and equilibrium is reached when ohmic heating of 

the TES by its bias current is balanced by the 

heat flow into the absorber

When an excitation reaches the TES

→ the resistance R increases 

→ the current decreases by ΔI 

⇒ this results in a reduction in the Joule heating

The feedback signal = the change in Joule power heating the film P=IVB=VB2/R  

The energy deposited is then given by:

=> the device is self-calibrating

Absorber

VB

SC film

Thermal link

Low-temperature sink T0

Heat
flow

E = −VB ΔI(t)dt∫



TES with Electrothermal-Feedback

• By choosing the voltage VB and the film resistivity properly

=> one achieves a stable operating T on the steep portion of the transition edge

ET-feedback: leads to a thermal response time 102 faster than the thermal relaxation time 
+ a large variety of absorbers can be used with the transition edge sensor

R

T

normal conducting

transition edge

I

time
superconducting



Experiments at ~mK temperatures

EDW II - Run 13EDW II - Run 13

! 3rd July: 4)800 g FID detectors installed at LSM

! 2 NTD heat sensors, 6 electrodes

! 218 ultrasonics bondings / detector

EDELWEISS at Modane 
Ge detectors at 18 mK 
Detect phonons and charge

CRESST at LNGS 
CaWO3 detectors at 10 mK 
Detect phonons and light

Enectali Figueroa-Feliciano - UCLA Dark Matter 2012

SuperCDMS

1. Suppress all backgrounds          
(factor of millions)

2. Discriminate between remaining 
background and desired signal        
(make your detector as smart possible)

Strategy:

CDMS at Soudan 
SuperCDMS at SNOlab 
Ge/Si detectors at 30 mK 
Detect phonons and charge



• Ratio of the charge/phonon-signal and time difference between charge and phonon 
signals => distinguish signal (WIMPs) from background of electromagnetic origin

                  acceptance region

γ (133Ba)

β (133Ba)

n (252Cf)

• 133Ba

•  252Cf

Background rejection in CDMS

Neutrons/WIMPs

Gammas

Surface events

Gammas

Neutrons/WIMPs



EDELWEISS and CRESST (example, older runs)

Ge detectors at 18 mK 
5 events (427 kg-day) 
3 expected from backgrounds 
operates 36 new, 800 g crystals with 
improved background rejection

CaWO3 detectors at 10 mK 
67 events observed (730 kg-day) 
~ 37 expected from backgrounds 
there was room for a signal… 
later focussed on reducing backgrounds

 WIMP search : final results 

Five WIMP candidates: 

-  4 evts: 20.8 < E < 23.2 keV 
-  1 evt @ 172 keV 

« alpha tail » 

fiducial volume events, 427 kg.d 

J. Gironnet - IPNL - Patras 2011 10 

arXiv1103.4070 
Phys. Lett. B 702 (2011)

Run 32 – Excess of Events in O-Band 

�50 events in 
acceptance 

region  
(O-band) 

 
but: 
strong overlap 
between O,Ca 
and W-band in 
this energy 
region! 

32 

acceptance region  

Raimund Strauss, TU Munich 

γ + β band

α
O
Wdegraded alphas

arXiv:1109.0702



New CRESST data

• Exposure of 29.35 kg days, one upgraded detector module (data August 2013 - January 2014)


• New design with fully scintillating inner housing (past: metal clamps holding crystals were not 
scintillating, 206Pb recoils from alpha-decays of 210Po were source of background)


• The past excess over background found in previous runs is not confirmed

Eur. Phys. J. C (2014) 74 :3184 Page 3 of 6 3184

Fig. 1 Light yield versus energy of events passing all selection criteria
(see Sect. 3.2). The tungsten and oxygen nuclear recoil bands in which
we expect the central 80 % of the respective recoils are shown as solid
(red) and dashed (black) line. The dash-dotted line marks the center
of the oxygen band. Events with energies from 0.6 to 40 keV and light
yields below the center of the oxygen band are accepted as WIMP recoil
candidates

Fig. 2 Low-energy spectrum of all events recorded with a single mod-
ule and an exposure of 29.35 kg live days. The visible lines mainly
originate from cosmogenic activation (see text). The insert shows a
zoom into the energy spectrum of all events (blue). Shown as filled red
histogram are the events in the acceptance region (shaded yellow area
in Fig. 1)

deviations of 0.5 and 2 eV, respectively. With rather low
statistics an L2 peak is also visible. Its fitted peak position
of (10.77 ± 0.03) keV also agrees within errors with the
tabulated value of 10.74 keV. The peak at (8.048 ± 0.029)
keV is attributed to the copper Kα escape lines. An excel-
lent agreement can also be found at higher energies for the
46.54 keV peak of external 210Pb decays and the 65.35 keV
peak from K-shell capture decays of 179Ta. The energy res-
olution of the peak at 2.601 keV is "E1σ = (0.090 ± 0.010)
keV. With the present trigger setting it could not be clarified,
whether the rise towards the threshold energy of 0.6 keV is

Fig. 3 The filled circles (black) are trigger efficiencies measured by
injecting heater pulses with closely spaced discrete energies. The full
(red) curve is a fit with an error function which yields an energy reso-
lution (1 σ ) of (107 ± 3) eV and an energy threshold of (603 ± 2)eV.
Also shown in this plot is the nuclear recoil efficiency after cumulative
application of each signal selection criterion as described in the text.
The energy Einj corresponds to an e−/γ -event without applying the
small correction of Eq. 1

particle-induced, or noise triggers, or both. All errors quoted
are statistical 1 σ errors.

3.2 Trigger and cut efficiencies

The trigger efficiency is determined by injecting low energy
pulses with the heater. The fractions of heater pulses caus-
ing a trigger for each injected energy Einj are shown as solid
circles (black) in Fig. 3. Errors are smaller than the symbol
size. The energy Einj is calibrated with 122 keV γ ’s (see
Sect. 3.1). The solid curve (red) is a fit with the function
f (Einj) = 1/2 · {1 + erf[(Einj − Eth)/(σ

√
2)]}, where erf

is the Gaussian error function. f (Einj) describes the prob-
ability that an injected energy Einj is detected as an energy
larger than the threshold energy Eth. The fit returns Eth =
(603 ± 2(stat.)) eV and an energy resolution of σ = (107 ±
3(stat.)) eV. This resolution agrees with the energy resolu-
tion determined for low-energy γ -peaks, confirming that the
resolution of the phonon channel at low energies is entirely
determined by the baseline noise.

We apply a few quality cuts, as discussed below, on the
raw data to remove events where a correct reconstruction
of the deposited energy cannot be guaranteed. For all cuts
energy dependent efficiencies are measured by applying the
cuts on a set of artificial nuclear recoil events closely spaced
in energy. These artificial pulses are created by superimpos-
ing signal templates, obtained by averaging a large number
of pulses from the 122 keV 57Co calibration peak, on empty
baselines periodically sampled throughout the run. The tem-
plates of phonon and light detector are scaled to correspond
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Visible lines: cosmogenic activation of crystals Red: tungsten NR band; black: oxygen NR band



New phase of EDELWEISS
• Operate 36 new, fully inter-digitized detectors, 800 g each (~ 600 g fiducial mass)

• With 150 live days => 3000 kg days of exposure

• The cryostat was redesigned, and an additional neutron shield added

• 2015-2016: installation of new detectors with reduced threshold 

UCLA DM 2012. 22-24 February 2012. G. Adam Cox 

Increased Exposure: More detectors and Fiducial Volume

• Inter-Digitized  -- Fully Inter-Digitized
• ~40% --  > 75%
• 400g -- 800g 
• 40 new detectors
• 150 live days = 3000 kg days
• ~1 detector fabricated per week
• ~20 detectors ready by summer
• Expected full delivery Fall 2012

11

FID800 
>600g 

ID400
160 +- 6 g

Friday, 24 February 12

UCLA DM 2012. 22-24 February 2012. G. Adam Cox 

Gamma Band and Nuclear Recoil Band

4

neutrons 133Ba (347k events)

Ge recoil Ion yield = 0.16 Erec
0.18 1 NR for every 30k gammas 

between 20 and 200 keV 

P. Di Stefano, et al., Astropart. Phys. 14 (2001) 329.
O. Martineau, et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 530 (2004) 426. A. Broniatowski, et al., Phys. Lett. B 681 (2009) 305.
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Gamma Band and Nuclear Recoil Band

4

neutrons 133Ba (347k events)

Ge recoil Ion yield = 0.16 Erec
0.18 1 NR for every 30k gammas 

between 20 and 200 keV 

P. Di Stefano, et al., Astropart. Phys. 14 (2001) 329.
O. Martineau, et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 530 (2004) 426. A. Broniatowski, et al., Phys. Lett. B 681 (2009) 305.
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Bolometers: recent results
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FIG. 3. Small gray dots are all veto-anticoincident single-
scatter events within the ionization-partition fiducial volume
that pass the data-quality selection criteria. Large encircled
shapes are the 11 candidate events. Overlapping shaded re-
gions (from light to dark) are the 95% confidence contours ex-
pected for 5, 7, 10 and 15 GeV/c2 WIMPs, after application
of all selection criteria. The three highest-energy events occur
on detector T5Z3, which has a shorted ionization guard. The
band of events above the expected signal contours corresponds
to bulk electron recoils, including the 1.3 keV activation line
at a total phonon energy of ⇠3 keV. High-radius events near
the detector sidewalls form the wide band of events with near-
zero ionization energy. For illustrative purposes, an approxi-
mate nuclear-recoil energy scale is provided.

a WIMP-nucleon scattering interpretation of the excess
reported by CoGeNT, which also uses a germanium tar-
get. Similar tension exists with WIMP interpretations
of several other experiments, including CDMS II (Si),
assuming spin-independent interactions and a standard
halo model. New regions of WIMP-nucleon scattering
for WIMP masses below 6 GeV/c2 are excluded.

The SuperCDMS collaboration gratefully acknowl-
edges the contributions of numerous engineers and tech-
nicians. In addition, we gratefully acknowledge assis-
tance from the sta↵ of the Soudan Underground Lab-
oratory and the Minnesota Department of Natural Re-
sources. The iZIP detectors were fabricated in the Stan-
ford Nanofabrication Facility, which is a member of the
National Nanofabrication Infrastructure Network. This
work is supported in part by the National Science Foun-
dation, by the United States Department of Energy, by
NSERC Canada, and by MultiDark (Spanish MINECO).
Fermilab is operated by the Fermi Research Alliance,
LLC under Contract No. De-AC02-07CH11359. SLAC is
operated under Contract No. DE-AC02-76SF00515 with
the United States Department of Energy.

FIG. 4. The 90% confidence upper limit (solid black) based on
all observed events is shown with 95% C.L. systematic uncer-
tainty band (gray). The pre-unblinding expected sensitivity
in the absence of a signal is shown as 68% (dark green) and
95% (light green) C.L. bands. The disagreement between the
limit and sensitivity at high WIMP mass is due to the events
in T5Z3. Closed contours shown are CDMS II Si [3] (dotted
blue, 90% C.L.), CoGeNT [4] (yellow, 90% C.L.), CRESST-II
[5] (dashed pink, 95% C.L.), and DAMA/LIBRA [34] (dash-
dotted tan, 90% C.L.). 90% C.L. exclusion limits shown are
CDMS II Ge [22] (dotted dark red), CDMS II Ge low-threshold
[17] (dashed-dotted red), CDMSlite [20] (solid dark red), LUX
[35] (solid green), XENON10 S2-only [19, 36] (dashed dark
green), and EDELWEISS low-threshold [18] (dashed orange).
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SuperCDMS Ge 
excludes CDMS-Si
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Figure 2 – Left: Boosted Decision Trees’ discriminating variable. The colored histograms show the background
contributions, the grey histogram shows the expected WIMP signal from a 6 GeV WIMP and the black dots
are the data. Right: Limit on the WIMP cross section, given the WIMP masses. Color code: SCDMS (blue),
CDMS-Si contour (light blue), CDMSlite (purple), DAMA (salmon), CRESST limit and contours (green), SIMPLE
(yellow), COUPP (gray), PICO (teal), Xenon10 (brown), LUX (black), CoGeNT (orange), EDELWEISS-II (dashed
red) and preliminary EDELWEISS-III 35 kg.d in (red) (this work).
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arXiv: 1504.00820

Plan to use several 
detectors, and 
decrease the 
analysis threshold 
(< 5 GeV WIMP 
mass)

F. Reindl, EPS-HEP 2015

Final, blind analysis in 
autumn 2015
+ start of CRESST-III at the 
end of this year (new 
detector modules, 24 g 
each, 100 eV Eth)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 112 (2014) 24, 241302 
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• Cooperation between SuperCDM and 
EURECA (CRESST+EDELWEISS) at SNOLAB


• SuperCDMS cryostat payload


•  initially 50 kg, up to 400 kg 

➡ multi-target approach (Si, Ge, CaWO3) to low-
mass WIMP region

Future: SuperCDMS/EURECA at SNOLAB

EDWIII Geant4 model 

FID800&

EDELWEISS-III  = French, German, Russian, UK @ Modane Lab!

2014A
•  500-eV-FWHM-ionization;-300T1000-eV-FWHM-on-heats-(8V-polarisation) !
•  Now-600-kg.d-for-physics-(after-quality-cuts+eff-for-wimp-search)-end-20149
2015b2016A
•  Installation)of)Low)Mass)Detectors)(improved)FID800)with<)300eV-FWHM-
on)both)heat)and)ionisation)(HEMT)A

36 FID800 detectors operated at LSM 
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Start data taking in 2018

Enectali Figueroa-Feliciano - UCLA Dark Matter 2012

5STs each 3 iZIPs

210Pb source used to 
confirm rejection
2000 decays/day 

(only on one Tower)

SuperCDMS Soudan: first iZIPs



Cryogenic detectors at mK temperatures

      Jocelyn Monroe                                                                                                                                    July 28, 2015 / p. 11

Goal: reach the neutrino bound!

EDELWEISS-III: 36 FID-800 detectors at LSM, with >600 kg-days.
Installing new FIDs with <0.3 keV FWHM for low mass search. 
35 kg-day, 3.6 keVr threshold unblinded arXiv:1504.00820

CRESST: 50 kg-day, low E threshold results for Fall’15.  
R&D towards 0.1 keV threshold, with smaller crystals (24 gm),
lower background (3.5/keV kg day), for 1-6 GeV WIMP search.

SuperCDMS: Focus on 0.3-10 GeV/c2 WIMP masses
50 kg of 1.4 kg Ge (and Si) detectors at SNOLAB,
from 2017. Can operate in HV mode, for 0.9 keV 
threshold.   PRL 112 (2014) 041302.)

EURECA: collaboration of CRESST + EDELWEISS ++, 
coordinate with SuperCDMS, cryostat for 400 kg). 

DAMIC: search for WIMP interactions in CCD Si,
100g to operate at SNOLAB. 1E-5 pb sensitivity
with 1 keV threshold at 2 GeV/c2 arXiv:1506.02562

NEWS: spherical, high pressure gas detector with
0.1 keV threshold, at SNOLAB from 2017, 1E-5 
pb sensitivity with Ar, Ne targets.

Low-Mass Region Prospects
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Probe low WIMP mass region



Liquefied noble gases



Cryogenic noble liquids: some properties

• Dense, homogeneous targets with self-shielding; fiducialization


• Large detector masses feasible at moderate costs


• High light (~40 photons/keV) and charge (WLAr = 24 eV, WLXe = 15 eV ) yields

W. Ramsay: “These gases occur in the air but sparingly as a rule, for while argon forms nearly 1 hundredth of the 
volume of the air, neon occurs only as 1 to 2 hundred-thousandth, helium as 1 to 2 millionth, krypton as 1 millionth 
and xenon only as about 1 twenty-millionth part per volume. This more than anything else will enable us to 
form an idea of the vast difficulties which attend these investigations. “

414 E. Aprile and L. Baudis

Table 21.1. Physical properties of xenon, argon and neon.

Properties [unit] Xe Ar Ne

Atomic number: 54 18 10
Mean relative atomic mass: 131.3 40.0 20.2
Boiling point Tb at 1 atm [K] 165.0 87.3 27.1
Melting point Tm at 1 atm [K] 161.4 83.8 24.6
Gas density at 1 atm & 298 K [g l−1] 5.40 1.63 0.82
Gas density at 1 atm & Tb [g l−1] 9.99 5.77 9.56
Liquid density at Tb [g cm−3] 2.94 1.40 1.21
Dielectric constant of liquid 1.95 1.51 1.53
Volume fraction in Earth’s atmosphere [ppm] 0.09 9340 18.2

several practical aspects of a dark matter detector based on the specific noble
liquid. The high atomic number and high density make LXe an excellent
detector medium for penetrating radiation. Its relatively high temperature,
compared with that of LAr and LNe, also facilitates detector handling. In
terms of cost, LXe is the most expensive of the three noble liquids, owing to
its low fraction in the atmosphere. However, the problem of radioactive 39Ar
present at the level of 1 Bq kg−1 in atmospheric Ar will increase the cost of
LAr for large dark matter detectors, which will require Ar depleted in 39Ar
by centrifugation or by extracting it from other sources than the atmosphere.

21.1.2 Ionization and scintillation production

The ionization process. The energy loss of an incident particle in noble
liquids is shared between the following processes: ionization, excitation and
sub-excitation electrons liberated in the ionization process. The average
energy loss in ionization is slightly larger than the ionization potential or the
gap energy because it includes multiple ionization processes. As a result, the
ratio of the W -value, the average energy required to produce an electron-
ion pair, to the ionization potential or the gap energy is 1.6−1.7 [102].
Table 21.2 shows the W -values in noble gases (liquid and gaseous states)
[102; 691; 1459; 1833]. In general, the W -value in the liquid phase is smaller
than in the gaseous phase, and the W -value in liquid xenon is smaller than
that in liquid argon and liquid neon. As a consequence, the ionization yield
in liquid xenon is the highest of all noble liquids.
The scintillation process. Luminescence emitted from liquids or solids
is called scintillation. Scintillation from noble liquids arises in two distinct

• Xenon (“the strange one”) and argon (“the inactive one”) used in dark matter detectors



Ionization in noble liquids

• The energy loss of an incident particle in noble liquids is shared between: excitation, ionization 
and sub-excitation electrons liberated in the ionization process


• The average energy loss in ionization is slightly larger than the ionization potential or the gap 
energy, because it includes multiple ionization processes


➡ the ratio of the W-value (= average energy required to produce an electron-ion pair) to the 
ionization potential or gap energy = 1.6 - 1.7

- the W-value in the liquid phase is 
smaller than in the gaseous phase

- the W-value in xenon is smaller than 
the one in liquid argon, and krypton 
(and neon)

=> the ionization yield is highest in 
liquid xenon (of all noble liquids)

of excited atoms at an average expenditure of energy Ex,
and ! is the average kinetic energy of subexcitation elec-
trons. The W value is defined as the average energy re-
quired to produce one electron-ion pair and is given as

W = E0/Ni = Ei + Ex!Nex/Ni" + ! . !2"

In solid or liquid rare gases, the established existence of
an electronic band structure allows us to rewrite the
Platzman equation with the band-gap energy Eg replac-
ing the ionization potential of the gas:

W/Eg = Ei/Eg + !Ex/Eg"!Nex/Ni" + !/Eg. !3"

To calculate W /Eg for LXe, the ratios Ex /Eg and Nex/Ni
were estimated using the oscillator strength spectrum of
solid Xe obtained from photoabsorption data, in the op-
tical approximation !Takahashi et al., 1975". For Ei, the
data of Rossler !1971" are used, assuming the width of
the valence band to be negligibly small. For an estimate
of !, the Shockley model !Shockley, 1961; Doke et al.,
1976" was used. The calculated ratio W /Eg is about 1.65
for LXe, LAr, and LKr, in good agreement with the
measured value of about 1.6 for all three liquids, re-
ported in Table II. This supports the electronic band
structure assumption for the liquid rare gases heavier
than Ne.

1. Ionization yield

The ionization yield is defined as the number of
electron-ion pairs produced per unit absorbed energy. In
radiation chemistry, the G value is usually used as such
unit, defined to be the average number of electron-ion
pairs produced per 100 eV of absorbed energy. In phys-
ics, however, we prefer to use the W value, which is
inversely proportional to G. Since the W value depends
weakly on the type and the energy of the radiation, ex-
cept for very low energies, we consider it to be almost
constant. Therefore the ionization signal produced in a
LXe detector can be used to measure the deposited en-
ergy. To correctly measure the number of electron-ion
pairs produced by radiation in LXe, one needs !a" to
minimize the loss of charge carriers by attachment to
impurities, i.e., the liquid has to be ultrapure; !b" to
minimize the recombination of electron-ion pairs and
thus collect all the original charge carriers produced, i.e.,
by applying a very high electric field; and !c" to estimate
the deposited energy correctly. Measurements of the
ionization yield in LXe have been carried out with small
gridded ionization chambers that met these require-
ments, irradiated with electrons and gamma rays from
internal radioactive sources. From these measurements,
the W value is inferred by extrapolation to infinite field.
Table II summarizes the measured W values in LAr,
LKr, and LXe !Doke, 1969; Miyajima et al., 1974; Taka-
hashi et al., 1975; Aprile et al., 1993"; they are smaller
than the corresponding W values in gaseous Ar, Kr, and
Xe !also shown, along with the ionization potential of
the gas". LXe has the smallest W value, hence the largest
ionization yield, of all liquid rare gases.

As discussed, the energy lost by radiation in LXe is
expended in ionization, excitation, and subexcitation
electrons. The average energy lost in the ionization pro-
cess is slightly larger than the ionization potential or the
gap energy because it includes multiple ionization pro-

FIG. 2. High-resolution absorption spectra for solid Ar, Kr,
and Xe in the range of the valence excitons. Volume and sur-
face excitons are observed for all three samples. For Ar and Kr
the results of surface coverage experiments are also shown.
For Xe the experimentally determined spectrum in the range
of the n=1 surface and volume exciton is displayed on an
expanded scale together with a line-shape analysis. From
Schwenter, Kock, and Jortner, 1985.

TABLE II. Ionization potentials or gap energies and W values
in liquid argon, krypton, and xenon.

Material Ar Kr Xe

Gas
Ionization potential I !eV" 15.75 14.00 12.13
W values !eV" 26.4a 24.2a 22.0a

Liquid
Gap energy !eV" 14.3 11.7 9.28
W value !eV" 23.6±0.3b 18.4±0.3c 15.6±0.3d

aDoke !1969".
bMiyajima et al. !1974".
cAprile et al. !1993".
dTakahashi et al. !1975".

2056 E. Aprile and T. Doke: Liquid xenon detectors for particle physics …

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, July–September 2010



The scintillation process in noble liquids

• Scintillation in noble liquids arises in two distinct processes: excited atoms R* (excitons) and 
ions R+, both produced by ionizing radiation:

Liquid noble gases 415

processes: excited atoms R* and ions R+ (both produced by ionizing
radiation).

R∗ + R + R → R∗
2 + R (21.1)

R∗
2 → 2R + hν

R+ + R → R+
2 (21.2)

R+
2 + e− → R∗∗ + R

R∗∗ → R∗ + heat

R∗ + R + R → R∗
2 + R

R∗
2 → 2R + hν

where hν denotes the vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) photons emitted in the
process, with wavelength of 178 nm, 128 nm and 78 nm for LXe, LAr and
LNe, respectively; R**→R* + heat corresponds to a non-radiative transi-
tion. In both processes, the excited dimer R∗

2, at its lowest excited level,
is de-excited to the dissociative ground state by the emission of a sin-
gle UV photon. This comes from the large energy gap between the low-
est excitation and the ground level, forbidding other decay channels such
as non-radiative transitions. The average energy required for the produc-
tion of a single photon, Wph, for alpha- and beta-particles, is listed in
Table 21.2 [692].
The scintillation pulse shape. The scintillation light from pure liquid
neon, argon and xenon has two decay components due to de-excitation of
singlet and triplet states of the excited dimer R∗

2 → 2R + hν. Figure 21.1
[1109; 1283] shows for instance the measured decay shapes of the scintilla-
tion light for electrons, alpha-particles and fission fragments in liquid xenon.
As expected, the decay shapes for alpha-particles and fission fragments have
two components. The shorter decay shape is produced by the de-excitation of
singlet states and the longer one by the de-excitation of triplet states. How-
ever, scintillation for relativistic electrons has only one decay component.
The differences of pulse shape between different type of particle interactions
in noble liquids can be used to discriminate these particles effectively. This
‘pulse shape discrimination’ (PSD) is particularly effective for liquid argon,
given the large separation of the two decay components [1109; 1346] (see
Section 21.3 for details).

Excitons (R*) will rapidly form excited dimers 
(R*2) with neighbouring atoms 

The excited dimer R*2, at its lowest excited 
level, is de-excited to the dissociative ground 
state by the emission of a single UV photon

This comes from the large energy gap 
between the lowest excitation and the 
ground level, forbidding other decay 
channels such as non-radiative transitions

hν = UV photon emitted in the process



Ionizing charged particles

excited molecular states
1Σ+u

3Σ+u

luminiscence

excitons R*

holes R+ electrons escape

localized 
ions R+2

thermalized
electrons

R⇤ +R⇤ �! R⇤⇤
2 �! R+R+ + e�

The scintillation process in noble liquids

fast slow

Kubota et al., 
PRB 20, 19799

UV light

recombination
τ ≈15 ns

A fraction of the ionization electrons will 
recombine with ions and produce a scintillation 
photon in the process called recombination

Electrons that thermalize far from their parent 
ion may escape recombination

A mechanism called “bi-excitonic quenching” 
can also reduce the scintillation yield in very 
dense tracks:



The energy of the UV photons
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Light yield in noble liquids (nuclear recoils)

• In general, two methods are used:


➡ a direct method using mono-energetic neutrons scatters which are tagged with a n-detector


➡ an indirect method by comparing measured energy spectra in LXe from n-sources (AmBe) with 
Monte Carlo predictions
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Light yield in noble liquids (electronic recoils)

Relative light yield to 32.1 keV of 83mKr
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FIG. 8: (color online) The quenching of the scintillation signal
with an applied electric field of 450V/cm. Vertical lines rep-
resent statistical uncertainties, grey bars represent systematic
uncertainties, and horizontal lines are the 1 σ spread in the
distribution of electron recoil energies. Also show are the pa-
rameterized predictions from [13] (blue circles) and 57Co field
quenching [39] (purple diamonds) at 400V/cm and 500V/cm.
The prediction of the NEST model [36, 37] for quenching at
450V/cm is indicated by the green curve.

PDFs for the light yield. The last row of Figure 6 shows
the measured and best-fit spectra of the three scattering
angles collected. These PDFs are convolved with their
corresponding zero-field light yield PDFs to obtain pos-
terior PDFs of their ratio, known as the field-quenching
value, q(450), shown in Table I. For each scattering an-
gle with applied field, the 450V/cm data and the zero-
field data were taken consecutively. Therefore, any po-
tential misalignment of experimental components will be
unrelated to the applied field. The resulting scintilla-
tion quenching values, along with those simultaneously
obtained for 57Co and 83mKr, are shown in Figure 8.
Also shown is the predicted scintillation quenching of the
NEST model.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of results

The results presented here represent the first obser-
vation of LXe scintillation light from electronic recoils
down to 1.5 keV, and additionally measure the behav-
ior of this scintillation emission under the application of
a static electric field. The general behavior—that of re-
duced LY for decreasing energies—is predicted by a num-
ber of methods (see [36] and references therein), and is
understood as being due to reduced electron-ion recom-
bination. Below 10keV, the data show no significant en-
ergy dependence on the strength of field quenching, but

support an average value of q(450) = 0.74±0.11. For the
NEST prediction of this quantity shown in Figure 8, the
horizontal scale indicates the energy of the primary γ ray
(not electronic-recoil energy), and is therefore in princi-
ple distinct from Compton scatters. The feature in the
NEST curve between ∼15keV and ∼50keV is an indirect
result of photoabsorption onK -shell electrons, and would
be absent for Compton scatters of this energy. However,
the distinction between Compton scatters and photoab-
sorptions disappears at low energies [36, 40], where the
recombination probability becomes independent of stop-
ping power, and instead depends only on the total num-
ber of charges produced. It is therefore an applicable
prediction of our results in this energy regime.
It is interesting to note that the data obtained from

X-rays [35] show an increased light yield at 7.84 keV
compared with the data obtained here from Compton
scatters, when normalizing their interpolated value at
32.1 keV. The photoabsorption process that the X-rays
undergo favors inner-shell electrons (when accessible)
[41], which means that the recoiling electrons can have
significantly less energy than the incoming photons be-
cause they must overcome large binding energies. On
the other hand, Compton scattering on inner-shell elec-
trons is suppressed for scattering angles below ∼60◦ [42].
Therefore, the two results actually probe LXe’s response
at slightly different electron energies. In principle, the
axioelectric effect, which has been induced as a possi-
ble explanation of the observed DAMA annual modula-
tion signal, would be similar to the photoelectric effect.
However there is of course an overlap of effects, since
low-energy Compton scatters do also probe inner-shell
electrons, as can be seen by the L-shell feature in Figure
4.
The data reported by Aprile et al. [14] show good

agreement with the present results above ∼10 keV, but
show a separation below this energy. Considering both
statistical and systematic uncertainties gives a maximum
discrepancy of 1.7σ at ∼5 keV and 1.4σ at ∼1.5 keV.

B. The 9.4 keV anomaly

The discrepancy seen in the LY of the 9.4 keV emission
from 83mKr deserves attention. The energy of this decay
is carried mostly by internal conversion electrons emitted
from the inner shell [43], however, this data point is in-
consistent also with the X-ray data, for which the process
should in principle be similar. One notable characteris-
tic of the 9.4 keV emission is that it quickly follows the
32.1 keV emission of the same nucleus, with a half-life of
154.4 ns [44]. It was pointed out by [45] that the 32.1 keV
emission could leave behind a cloud of electron-ion pairs,
close to the mother nucleus, that fail to recombine. The
electrons (ions) produced by the 9.4 keV emission could
then potentially have an additional supply of left-over
ions (electrons) with which to recombine, producing more
scintillation photons than would be observed normally.

LB et al., PRD 87, 2013; arXiv:1303.6891
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TABLE I: Results of the light-yield measurements. θc is the central angle of the dataset; Eer is the central energy of the energy
distribution; Re is the zero-field central relative light yield value (relative to the scintillation emission at 32.1 keV); σst is the

statistical uncertainty; σ(1)
sys is the systematic uncertainty resulting from potential misalignment of experimental components;

σ
(2)
sys is the systematic uncertainty associated with the choice of fit range; σ(3)

sys is the systematic uncertainty associated with source

activity; σ(4)
sys indicates the discrepancy introduced between 1-fold and 2-fold coincidence requirements on the LXe PMTs; an

additional systematic uncertainty of 1.5% is applicable to all values in the third column, which arises from variations in results
of weekly 57Co calibrations. q(450) is the scintillation quenching factor at an applied field of 450V/cm; the first uncertainties
are statistical, the second systematic.

θc Eer (keV) Re σst σ
(1)
sys σ

(2)
sys σ

(3)
sys σ

(4)
sys q(450)

4.25◦ 1.50+5.2
−1.2 0.37 +0.20

−0.12
+0.03
−0.04 ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.14 0.64+0.45+0.09

−0.20−0.09

5.25◦ 2.60+5.6
−1.9 0.52 +0.10

−0.15
+0.03
−0.03 ±0.01 ±0.06 ±0.05 0.77+0.42+0.02

−0.28−0.02

6.25◦ 5.40+3.5
−3.5 0.57 +0.08

−0.15
+0.03
−0.02 ±0.04 ±0.01 ±0.03 —

8.50◦ 7.84+7.3
−4.4 0.82 +0.03

−0.02
+0.03
−0.03 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.01 0.74+0.03+0.12

−0.03−0.12

83mKr 9.4 1.10 +004
−004 — — — — 0.893+0.001+0.014

−0.001−0.014

16.25◦ 31.6+9.4
−9.4 0.96 +0.01

−0.01
+0.01
−0.02 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.00 —

83mKr 32.1 ≡ 1 — — — — — 0.741+0.001+0.011
−0.001−0.011

34.50◦ 118.9+21.6
−27.0 0.959 +0.005

−0.004
+0.005
−0.006 ±0.005 ±0.008 ±0.000 —

57Co 126.1 0.97 +0.003
−0.003 — — — — 0.593+0.003+0.009

−0.003−0.009
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FIG. 7: (color online) Results of the light yield relative to
that of the 32.1 keV emission of 83mKr, Re. The current
work (red) shows statistical uncertainties as vertical lines, sys-
tematic uncertainties as light, shaded rectangles, and the 1σ
spread in the distribution of electron recoil energies as hori-
zontal lines. Also shown are the results from studies with X-
rays [35] (blue), the recent Compton-scatter study by Aprile
et al. [14] (purple) and the model prediction of NEST [36, 37]
(green). The gray band indicates the 1σ range of Re models
used to determine the energy thresholds of four recent LXe
dark-matter searches.

where δA is the uncertainty in the source activity
(as in Eq. (5)) and σ2

A is the variance of A from the
fit. The factor cov(LY0, A)/σ2

A gives the slope of
LY0 versus A.

• σ(4) quantifies the uncertainty associated with the
choice of the PMT coincidence requirement. An
N = 2 coincidence requirement on the two LXe
PMTs is separately imposed, correcting the result-
ing scintillation spectrum by a simulated coinci-
dence efficiency curve, and performing the fits again
for LY0.

• σ(5) is a 1.5% relative systematic from fluctuations
in the PMT gains and weekly 57Co calibrations.

These systematic uncertainties are combined in quadra-
ture to form the systematic error bars in Figure 7, and
the first four are shown in Table I. In the lowest energy,
the dominating systematic is σ(4) with a contribution of
38%; this systematic rapidly decreases to 1% by 8.5◦ and
zero beyond.

D. Field dependence

The previous results all pertain to the light yield of
LXe with no applied electric fields. As mentioned in Sec-
tion II, data were also collected with an applied field
of 450V/cm for a subset of scattering angles in order to
study the scintillation quenching of LXe at the lowest en-
ergies. The data collected with this field are fit using the
same procedure as before, resulting in a set of posterior

Columbia: 
Aprile et al., 
PRD 86 (2012)

Quenching of the scintillation light at a field of 0.45 kV/cm

2

θ

LXe

γ

NaIPbCryostat

137Cs

FIG. 1: Schematic top-view of the experimental setup. The 662 keV γ rays are collimated twice: first as they leave the 137Cs
source, and second after they scatter in the LXe volume. The Pb channel from LXe to NaI is also covered on top and bottom
(not shown). The scattering angle, θ, is varied from 4.25◦ to 34.5◦.

data analysis, including comparison with detailed Monte74

Carlo simulations, and give the results of our measure-75

ments. In Section V we present a summary of our main76

findings, as well as a discussion and implications of the77

results for dark matter searches.78

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS79

The Compton-scatter setup consists of a collimated80

137Cs source, a small LXe scintillation cell, and a NaI81

scintillating crystal, shown schematically in Figure 1.82

The 17.3MBq 137Cs source emits 662 keV γ rays and is83

encased in a lead block with a small cylindrical open-84

ing, 0.6 cm in diameter and 5 cm long, that acts as a85

collimator. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of this source86

show that the resulting beam from the collimator has87

a 1σ angular spread of 1.6◦. The LXe cell, which is88

described in detail in [13, 20], consists of a cylinder of89

LXe, 4.5 cm tall and 3.5 cm diameter, viewed on top and90

bottom by two 2”-diameter Hamamatsu R6041 photo-91

multiplier tubes (PMTs), and surrounded by a polyte-92

trafluoroethylene (PTFE) shell. The PTFE acts as an93

efficient light reflector [21] which permits photons hit-94

ting the detector walls to still be detected in the PMTs.95

Three flat grid electrodes, located at 0.5 cm (cathode),96

3.5 cm (gate), and 4 cm (anode) above the bottom pho-97

tocathode, intersect the LXe cylinder and are used to98

apply static electric fields across the volume. In order99

to maximize the efficiency for detecting scintillation pho-100

tons, LXe is filled fully from the bottom PMT to the top101

PMT, producing a single-phase detector. This contrasts102

with most LXe dark matter detectors which use a dual-103

phase design in order to also detect very small ionization104

signals [22]; the scintillation signal in the present detec-105

tor is reduced by ∼40% when the liquid-gas interface is106

lowered below the top PMT. The PMT photocathodes107

are held at ground potential, with positive high voltage108

applied to their anodes. Throughout the run, the LXe is109

continuously recirculated and purified through a SAES110

Monotorr hot getter, in order to remove any impurities111

that may enter the liquid. The NaI detector is a Saint-112

Gobain model 3M3/3, which is a fully integrated crystal113

and PMT. The NaI crystal itself is a cylinder, 7.6 cm in114

diameter and in 7.6 cm height.115

The opening of the source collimator is placed initially116

70 cm from the center of the LXe cell. For a subset of the117

scattering angles (4.25◦, 5.25◦, and 8.5◦) this distance is118

reduced to 28 cm (the minimum allowed given the detec-119

tor components) in order to minimize the beam’s spot120

size within the LXe volume. A distance of ∼1m is cho-121

sen for the NaI position as a compromise between event122

rate, which decreases with larger separations, and an-123

gular systematics (see Section III), which improves with124

increased separation. The three components are aligned125

using a goniometer with 0.25◦ tick marks; this tick-mark126

width is taken to be the 1σ accuracy (±0.125◦) of the127

geometrical alignment and is included as a systematic128

uncertainty in the analysis (see Section IV). The pre-129

cision with which a scattering angle can be reproduced130

is better than the spacing between adjacent tick marks,131

and therefore associating this width as a 1σ uncertainty132

is conservative. Unless otherwise specified, reported scat-133

tering angles refer to the angle formed by the collimated134

beam with the centers of the detector components. After135

scattering in the LXe cell, the γ rays are further col-136

limated on their way to the NaI detector by means of137

a lead channel with a 3 cm circular aperture at its en-138

trance (LXe side), which then widens to encompass the139

NaI crystal and PMT (see Figure 1). Data are collected140

at central scattering angles of 4.25◦, 5.25◦, 6.25◦, 8.5◦,141

16.25◦, and 34.5◦. These correspond to expected elec-142

tron energies of 2.35 keV, 3.57 keV, 5.05 keV, 9.28 keV,143

32.5 keV, and 123 keV, respectively, when applying the144

well known Compton scatter formula,145

Eer = E2
γ

1− cos θ

mec2 + Eγ(1− cos θ)
, (1)

where Eer is the energy of the recoiling electron, Eγ is146

the initial energy of the incident γ ray, me is the mass of147

the electron, and θ is the scattering angle. However, as148

will be shown in Section III, the finite size of the detector149

components lead to peak recoil energies that differ from150

these expectations.151

All three PMT signals—two from the LXe and one152

from the NaI—are read out directly, without amplifica-153

17.3 MBq

• The light yield decreases with lower deposited energies in the LXe; field quenching is ~ 75%, only weak field-dependance


• The energy threshold of XENON100 is 2.3 keV => can test DAMA/LIBRA

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/1303.6891


Ionization Yield of Nuclear Recoils in Noble Liquids

• Nuclear recoils have denser tracks, and are assumed to have larger electron-ion recombination 
than electronic recoils 

➡ in consequence, the collection of ionization electrons becomes more difficult for nuclear than 
electronic recoils


• The ionization yield of nuclear recoils is defined as the number of observed electrons per unit 
recoil energy:

Qy,nr =
ne,nr

Enr

• It has been measured mostly in LXe, 
with two-phase detectors

5

Finally, cuts must be applied to the calibration data to
remove spurious events that are accepted as single scat-
ters. No additional noise signals are added to the MC
simulation, hence, the e�ciency of these cuts as derived
using calibration data is applied to the MC spectrum.
The definition and energy dependent e�ciencies of these
cuts are discussed in depth in Ref. [6].

Fig. 1 shows the e�ciency for the S2 threshold cut
which is extracted directly from the simulation and trans-
lated to an e�ciency as a function of cS1. Also shown
is the overall e�ciency function used in this publication
which includes all other cuts mentioned above.

III. METHOD AND RESULTS

A. Ionization Channel – Determining Qy

As a first step Qy is derived by fitting the simulated
cS2 spectrum to the one observed in data. In this process,Le↵ remains fixed to the parameterization presented in
Ref. [18].

A �2-minimization technique [20] is used to find the
best matching between data and MC by varying pivot
points of an Akima spline [21] interpolation of Qy. For
every intermediate �2 computation, the non-linear de-
scent algorithm requires the re-evaluation of the detector
response, applying the updated Qy to generate S2.Qy is parameterized by 8 unconstrained and indepen-
dent spline pivot-points at 0.5, 3, 8, 15, 25, 40, 100 and
250 keVnr. The lowest pivot point is added to provide
an unbiased extrapolation to zero recoil energy but has
e↵ectively no impact on the spectral matching. In data,
the corrected cS2 spectrum ranges from 0 to 8000 PE,
divided into 65 bins of equal width.

The impact of various simulation parameters on the
best-fit Qy was studied to estimate the systematic un-
certainty of the final result. The largest systematic error
is connected to the choice of Le↵ as variations in this
quantity lead to changes in the simulated cS1 spectrum
and, consequently, in the number of events passing the
selection requirements. With a lower (higher) value ofLe↵ the cS1 energy spectrum of accepted events will be
shifted upwards (downwards). Accordingly, Qy will de-
crease (increase) in order to compensate this e↵ect and
re-establish the matching in cS2. This interdependency
is present mainly near the detection threshold, where the
acceptance as function of cS1 falls steeply (Fig. 1), and
becomes negligible at higher recoil energies. The Le↵ pa-
rameterization is allowed to vary within the ±1� uncer-
tainty bounds as defined in Ref. [18]. Similarly, the cS1
e�ciency function was allowed to vary by ±10% around
its reported mean. The systematic error connected to
the choice of pivot positions and initial values has been
found to be negligible in the energy region above 3 keVnr

(the lowest energy at which Le↵ has been directly mea-
sured [10]). Finally, the statistical uncertainty of about
1% on average is also included. This is obtained after

repeating the simulations about 50 times at fixed config-
urations but varying random seeds.
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FIG. 2: Comparison between the MC and data cS2 spec-
tra. The black data-points indicate the data and the blue
spectrum is obtained as the result of the optimization of Qy.
Good agreement between spectral shape and absolute rate
across the whole signal range is achieved. For comparison,
the gray dashed line indicates a generated cS2 spectrum, as-
suming the same Qy as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3
and described in Ref. [22].
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FIG. 3: Result onQy obtained from fitting the MC generated
cS2 spectrum to data. Pivot points of the spline interpola-
tion are shown in light blue. The shaded area indicates the
systematic uncertainty from varying input parameters of the
simulation (find discussion in text). The interpolation be-
tween the pivot points at 0.5 and 3 keVnr does not yield a
reliable result for Qy and is shown using a dashed-blue line.
The purple data points show the result of the first measure-
ment of Qy in LXe at 0.2 kV cm−1 [7]. Red data points
show the result from direct measurements at a drift field of
1.0 kV cm−1 [11]. The green hatched area is the combined
result from the ZEPLIN-III experiment, extracted in a simi-
lar fashion to this work although at a much higher field [13].
The black dashed line represents a predicted Qy based on a
specific phenomenological model as described in Ref. [22].

The resulting pivot points and systematic errors to-
gether with the spline interpolation yield a best-fit Qy

function. Fig. 2 shows the spectral matching correspond-
ing to the central fit value of Qy (shown in Fig. 3) along

blue: indirect measurement, by data/MC 
comparison of AmBe neutron calibration data

Phys. Rev. D 88, 012006, 2013 

Example, liquid xenon



Ionization Yield of Nuclear Recoils in Noble Liquids

     Aprile et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 97 (2006)

• Charge yield as a function of the applied field


➡ the dependance on the field is weak


➡ the yield increases at low recoil energies - it is argued that this is due to the lower recombination rate 
expected from the drop in electronic stopping power at low energies


➡ the increase allows the observation of xenon nuclear recoils down to a few keVr, improving the 
sensitivity for WIMP detection



Electron Attachment and Light Absorption 

• To achieve a high collection efficiency for both 
ionization and scintillation signals, the 
concentration of impurities in the liquid has to be 
reduced and maintained to a level below 1 part per 
109 (part per billion, ppb) oxygen equivalent 

• The scintillation light is strongly reduced by the 
presence of water vapour


• The ionization signal requires both high liquid purity 
(in terms of substances with electronegative affinity, 
SF6, N2O, O2, etc) and a high field (typically ~ kV/
cm)


• Attenuation lengths of  ~1 m for electrons and 
photons were already achieved > 1m and are 
necessary for ton-scale experiments

Liquid noble gases 419

21.1.5 Electron attachment and light absorption by impurities

A large number of dark matter experiments based on noble liquids rely on
the simultaneous detection of the scintillation and ionization signals from an
event interaction. In order to achieve a high collection for both signals, the
concentration of impurities in the liquid has to be reduced and maintained
to a level well below 1 part per 109 (part per billion, ppb) oxygen equivalent.
The scintillation light signal from LXe and LAr is strongly reduced by the
presence of water vapour. The mean length (λ) of a scintillation photon
travelling in the liquid is called the ‘absorption length’. An absorption length
of the order of 1 m has been achieved in LXe [1537]. Future ton-scale or multi-
ton-scale noble liquid detectors will require an absorption length longer than
10 m, corresponding to a water vapour contamination well below 10 parts
per trillion (ppt).

The detection of the ionization signal is more challenging, as it requires
both high purity and a high electric field. Figure 21.4 shows the variation
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Particle discrimination

• Pulse shape of prompt scintillation signal (LAr)


➡ the ratio of light from singlet and triplet depends on dE/dx (~ 10:1 for NRs:ERs)


• Charge versus light (LAr and LXe)


➡ the recombination probability, and thus the S2-to-S1 ratio depends on dE/dx

B.#Rossi#(#29#August#2013# SUSY#2013#(#IPTC#Trieste# 16#G. Fiorillo - XVI Lomonosov Conference, Moscow - Aug 2013

LAr TPC Background Discrimination
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➡ expect >1010 total electron/gamma background rejection
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Shape of scintillation signal S1 (PSD)
Electronic and nuclear recoil events have different 
singlet to triplet ratio
➡ Rejection factor ≥108 for > 60 photoelectrons
WARP Astr. Phys 28, 495 (2008)

Ratio between Ionization and Scintillation (S2/S1)
Electronic and nuclear recoil events have different 
energy sharing
➡ Rejection factor ≥ 102-103 
Benetti et al. (ICARUS) 1993; Benetti et al. (WARP) 2006

3D localization of the event
Allows for identification of surface bkgs 
(fiducialization) 

LAr (DarkSide-10)LXe  (XENON100)

ERs
NRs

ERs NRs



Cryogenic Noble Liquids: some challenges

• Cryogenics: efficient, reliable and cost effective cooling systems


• Detector materials: compatible with low-radioactivity and purity requirements


• Intrinsic radioactivity: 39Ar and 42Ar in LAr, 85Kr in LXe, radon emanation/diffusion


• Light detection: 

➡ efficient VUV PMTs, directly coupled to liquid (low T and high P capability, high purity), effective UV 
reflectors (also solid state Si devices are under study)


➡ light can be absorbed by H2O and O2: continuous recirculation and purification


• Charge detection: 

➡ requires << 1ppb (O2 equivalent) for e--lifetime > 1 ms (commercial purifiers and continuous 
circulation)


➡ electric fields ≥ 1 kV/cm required for maximum yield for MIPs; for alphas and NRs the field 
dependence is much weaker, challenge to detect a small charge in presence of HV



-HV
S1

S1

time

PMT array

S1

+ PSD (mostly in LAr)

position 
resolution: ~cm

Refurbished, running 
since 2013

Results in 2016

PMT mounting and filler block assembly complete

Simon JM Peeters (USussex) DEAP-3600 June 16, 2014 14 / 20

DEAP-3600  
at SNOLAB, 3.6 t

Instrumented LAr or LXe volume

Single-phase noble liquid detectors

Scintillation light in VUV region

In commissioning

First data and results in 
late 2015 and early 
2016

~ 1 x 10-46 cm2 
sensitivity, 3 yr run


XMASS  
at Kamioka, 832 kg

61

Xenon Argon

Xenon and argon for direct WIMP scattering 

1000-GeV 

• Potential for very large and very sensitive searches 
• Complementary 



The Double-Phase Detector Concept

S2

S1

S1
S2

gamma

drift time

drift time

WIMP (here neutron)

drift  
field

Cathode

Gate grid

Anode

PMT array

PMT array

direct light (S1)

proportional light (S2)

e-

e-

• Particle interaction in the active volume produces 
prompt scintillation light (S1) and ionization 
electrons


• Electrons drift to interface (E= 0.53 kV/cm) where 
they are extracted and amplified in the gas. 
Detected as proportional scintillation light (S2)


• (S2/S1)WIMP  <<  (S2/S1)Gamma 


• 3-D position sensitive detector with particle ID

Xe (A=131); λ = 178 nm 
position resolution:  
<3mm in x-y; < 0.3 mm in z

-16 kV

+4.5 kV
ground

ground



Overview: existing projects

LUX: In water 
Cherenkov shield at 
SURF:


350 kg LXe (100 kg 
fiducial), dual-phase, 
122 PMTs, second run 
started in 2015

XENON100 in 
conventional shield 
at LNGS:


161 kg LXe (~50 kg 
fiducial), dual-
phase, 242 PMTs

taking calibration 
data

PandaX in 
conventional shield 
at CJPL: 


stage I: 123 kg LXe 
(25 kg fiducial), 
dual-phase, 180 
PMTs

stage II: 500 kg, 
running

Current Status - Stage Ia

PandaX Stage Ia:
Currently undergoing
commissioning:

Major components at
CJPL

Clean room environment:
TPC assembled

Slow control in place

Cryogenic system
operating

Xenon on site

Small xenon fill and
liquefaction so far

DAQ installed

Personnel on site daily

Scott Stephenson PANDA-X February 2, 2013 17
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Next LAr detectors

Dark Side-50 at LNGS in Italy
Two phase TPC: 50 kg active mass (33 kg FV)
Depleted argon to reduce 39Ar background
Currently commissioning the LAr detector
! first light and charge signals observed
Physics run expected for fall 2013

DEAP - Dark matter Experiment with Argon
and Pulse shape discrimination

3 600 kg LAr in single phase at SNOlab
Aim to use depleted argon
Status: in construction

* Also CLEAN detector (LAr or LNe) at SNOLab

DarkSide50 in LS 
shield at LNGS:


50 kg LAr (~33 kg 
fiducial), dual-
phase, 38 PMTs

taking science data



Example: the XENON100 detector

Requirements:


100 x less background than XENON10


10 x more fiducial mass than XENON10


Solutions:


Cryocooler and FTs outside shield


Materials screened for low radioactivity


LXe scintillator active veto system 


Improved passive shield system


Dedicated Kr distillation column Instrument described in: Astroparticle Physics 35, 573-590, 2012

TPC with  30 cm drift x 30 cm diameter 

161 kg ultra pure LXe  (62 kg as target) 

1” square PMTs with ~1 mBq (U/Th) 



The XENON100 detector design

• TPC with 30.6 cm height, 15.3 cm radius, made 
of 24 interlocking teflon panels


• Drift field (0.53 kV/cm) generated between 
cathode on bottom (-16 kV) and grounded gate 
grid on top 


• Anode at +4.5 kV between two grounded grids: 
extraction field of ≈ 12 kV


• Field shaping rings (40) for homogeneous drift 
field inside the TPC


• Liquid xenon shield (99kg), 4 cm thick, optically 
separated from the TPC


• 242 PMTs: 98 on top, 80 on bottom, 64 in the 
liquid xenon shield


• Because of the 1.69 refractive index of LXe, 
about 80% of the S1 signal is seen by the 
bottom PMT array

Astropart.Phys. 35 (2012) 573-590 



The photosensors

• 1-inch square R8520 Hamamatsu PMTs, optimized to work at LXe T and P, and of low-radioactivity (< 
1 mBq/PMT in 238U/232Th)


• Top array: 98 PMTs (23% quantum efficiency) in concentric circles to improve radial event position 
reconstruction, teflon holder


• Bottom array: 80 PMTs, closely packed, and of higher quantum efficiency (~ 33% at 178 nm), for 
efficient S1 light collection


• Liquid xenon veto: 64 PMTs, 23% quantum efficiency

top array bottom array veto PMTs
Screening results in Astroparticle Physics 35, 43-49, 2011



Location and shield
• Gran Sasso Laboratory: shield against cosmic rays: 1.4 km of mountain 


• Passive shield:  


➡ 5 cm (2 tons) of Cu, 20 cm (1.6 tons) of PE, 20 cm (33 tons) of Pb, plus 20 cm water shield


• Detector housing is continuously purged with boil-off N2, to maintain a radon level < 0.5 Bq/m3

• All materials were screened with HPGe detectors at LNGS

Screening results in Astroparticle Physics 35, 43-49, 2011

JINST 6 P08010, 2011 

1 m

http://iopscience.iop.org/1748-0221/6/08/P08010/


Example of a low-energy event

S1 signal: ~ 100 photons

S2 signal: ~ 23 electrons

S1 signal: 5.14 pe S2 signal: 459.7 pe



Example of a low energy (9 keVnr) nuclear recoil

Laura Baudis, University of Zurich, Dark Matter, PANIC 2011

Example of a 9 keV Nuclear Recoil Event

4 photoelectrons detected 
from about 100 S1 photons

S1

S2

70µs ~ 12cm

645 photoelectrons detected 
from 32 ionization electrons 
which generated about 3000 
S2 photons

13

drift time -->z

Laura Baudis, University of Zurich, Dark Matter, PANIC 2011
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Example of a 9 keV Nuclear Recoil Event

Top PMT array Bottom PMT array

4 photoelectrons detected from 
about 100 S1 photons 

645 photoelectrons detected 
from 32 ionization electrons 
which generated about 3000 S2 
photons 

the measured drift times gives 
the z-coordinate of the interaction 

the measured PMT-hit-pattern in 
the top array provides the x-y-
position of the interaction 



October 6, 2011

Erratum: Study of the electromagnetic background in the XENON100
experiment

[Phys. Rev. D 83, 082001 (2011)]

XENON100 Collaboration

The spectrum of 2⌫ �� decay of 136Xe was scaled incorrectly in Fig. 11 on page 082001-8, and
the displayed histogram corresponded to a half-life of 5.5⇥1020 years, instead of 1.1⇥1022 years
as was quoted in the figure caption. Even though the background contribution from this source
was overestimated by a factor of 20, the impact of the mistake is irrelevant for the prediction
of the total background in XENON100, and all conclusions drawn in the original paper remain
unchanged.
In the meantime, the 2⌫ �� decay of 136Xe has been observed by EXO-200, with a half-life of

(2.11±0.04±0.021)⇥1021 years [1]. The background expected from this half-life is shown in Fig. 1.
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beta decay of
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Xe, assuming a half-life of 2.11⇥10

21
years [1].

[1] N. Ackerman et al. (EXO-200 Collaboration), arXiv:1108.4193.

The measured background in XENON100

XENON100 collaboration, arXiv:1101.3866, PRD 83, 082001 (2011)

• Data and MC  (no MC tuning; before the active LXe veto cut)


• Region above ~ 1500 keV: saturation in the PMTs


• The background meets the design specifications: 


➡ 100 times lower than in XENON10 

136Xe: 2νββ

85Kr 222Rn

http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/1101.3866v1


Calibration of ER and NR bands

• The electronic recoil (ER) band is 
calibrated with high energy gammas 
from 60Co and 232Th sources


• This data is also used to determine the 
background in the signal region due to 
low-energy Compton scatters


• The nuclear recoils band (NR) is 
calibrated with an AmBe neutron source


• Single scatters from elastic neutron-
xenon collisions are used to define the 
expected WIMP signal region

60Co

AmBe

Electronic recoil (ER) band

Nuclear recoil (NR) band



Nuclear recoils: data and MC
• Matching the AmBe data with MC simulations

Elastic collisions, S2 versus S1 Elastic collisions, S2

Inelastic collisions
Data; Monte Carlo

129Xe

131Xe
19F 19F

arXiv: 1304.1427 



Background prediction for Run10

• Expected background in: 34 kg inner 
region, 224.6 live days, 99.75% 
rejection of electronic recoils


• Electronic recoil background:


• 0.79±0.16 events


• from ER calibration data, scaled to non-
blinded ER band background data


• Nuclear recoil background


• 0.17+0.12-0.07 events


• from cosmogenic and radiogenic 
neutrons


• Total: 1.0±0.2 events
• benchmark WIMP region (not used in 

PL analysis)



Observed events after data unblinding

• Two events observed in signal region (there is a 26.4 % chance for upward 
fluctuation): at 7.1 keVnr (3.3 pe) and at 7.8 keVnr (3.8 pe)


• Both events at low S2/S1 with respect to NR calibration data


• Visual inspection: waveforms of high quality 

The fiducial volume used in this analysis contains 34 kg
of LXe. The volume was determined before the unblinding
by maximizing the dark matter sensitivity of the data given
the accessible ER background above the blinding cut. The
ellipsoidal shape was optimized on ER calibration data,
also taking into account event leakage into the signal re-
gion. A benchmark WIMP search region to quantify the
background expectation and to be used for the maximum
gap analysis was defined from 6:6–30:5 keVnr (3–20 PE) in
energy, by an upper 99.75% ER rejection line in the dis-
crimination parameter space, and by the lines correspond-
ing to S2> 150 PE and a lower line at !97% acceptance
from neutron calibration data (see lines in Fig. 2, top).

Both NR and ER interactions contribute to the expected
background for the WIMP search. The first is determined
from Monte Carlo simulations, by using the measured
intrinsic radioactive contamination of all detector and
shield materials [8] to calculate the neutron background
from ð!; nÞ and spontaneous fission reactions, as well as
from muons, taking into account the muon energy and
angular dependence at LNGS. The expectation from these
neutron sources is (0:17þ0:12

%0:07 ) events for the given expo-
sure and NR acceptance in the benchmark region. About
70% of the neutron background is muon-induced.

ER background events originate from radioactivity of
the detector components and from " and # activity of
intrinsic radioactivity in the LXe target, such as 222Rn and
85Kr. The latter background is most critical, since it cannot
be reduced by fiducialization. Hence, for the dark matter
search reported here, a major effort was made to reduce the
85Kr contamination, which affected the sensitivity of the
previous search [6]. To estimate the total ER background
from all sources, the 60Co and 232Th calibration data are
used, with>35 times more statistics in the relevant energy
range than in the dark matter data. The calibration data are
scaled to the dark matter exposure by normalizing it to the
number of events seen above the blinding cut in the energy
region of interest. The majority of ER background events
is Gaussian distributed in the discrimination parameter
space, with a few events leaking anomalously into the NR
band. These anomalous events can be due to double scat-
ters with one energy deposition inside the TPC and another
one in a charge insensitive region, such that the prompt S1
signal from the two scatters is combined with only one
charge signal S2. Following the observed distribution in
the calibration data, the anomalous leakage events were
parametrized by a constant (exponential) function in the
discrimination parameter (S1 space). The ER background
estimate including Gaussian and anomalous events is
(0:79& 0:16) in the benchmark region, leading to a total
background expectation of (1:0& 0:2) events.

The background model used in the PL analysis employs
the same assumptions and input spectra from MC and
calibration data. Its validity has been confirmed prior to
unblinding on the high-energy sideband and on the vetoed
data from 6:6–43:3 keVnr.

After unblinding, two events were observed in the bench-
mark WIMP search region; see Fig. 2. With energies of 7.1
(3.3) and 7:8 keVnr (3.8 PE), both fall into the lowest PE bin
used for this analysis. The waveforms for both events are of
high quality, and their S2=S1 value is at the lower edge of
the NR band from neutron calibration. There are no leakage
events below 3 PE. The PL analysis yields a p value of
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FIG. 2 (color online). (Top) Event distribution in the discrimi-
nation parameter space log10ðS2b=S1Þ, flattened by subtracting
the distribution’s mean, as observed after unblinding using all
analysis cuts and a 34 kg fiducial volume (black squares). A lower
analysis threshold of 6:6 keVnr (NR equivalent energy scale) is
employed. The PL analysis uses an upper energy threshold of
43:3 keVnr (3–30 PE), and the benchmark WIMP search region is
limited to 30:5 keVnr (3–20 PE). The negligible impact of the
S2> 150 PE threshold cut is indicated by the dashed-dotted blue
line, and the signal region is restricted by a lower border running
along the 97% NR quantile. An additional hard S2b=S1 discrimi-
nation cut at 99.75% ER rejection defines the benchmark WIMP
search region from above (dotted green line) but is only used to
cross-check the PL inference. The histogram in red and gray
indicates the NR band from the neutron calibration. Two events
fall into the benchmark region where (1:0& 0:2) are expected
from background. (Bottom) Spatial event distribution inside the
TPC using a 6:6–43:3 keVnr energy window. The 34 kg fiducial
volume is indicated by the red dashed line. Gray points are above
the 99.75% rejection line, and black circles fall below.
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The fiducial volume used in this analysis contains 34 kg
of LXe. The volume was determined before the unblinding
by maximizing the dark matter sensitivity of the data given
the accessible ER background above the blinding cut. The
ellipsoidal shape was optimized on ER calibration data,
also taking into account event leakage into the signal re-
gion. A benchmark WIMP search region to quantify the
background expectation and to be used for the maximum
gap analysis was defined from 6:6–30:5 keVnr (3–20 PE) in
energy, by an upper 99.75% ER rejection line in the dis-
crimination parameter space, and by the lines correspond-
ing to S2> 150 PE and a lower line at !97% acceptance
from neutron calibration data (see lines in Fig. 2, top).

Both NR and ER interactions contribute to the expected
background for the WIMP search. The first is determined
from Monte Carlo simulations, by using the measured
intrinsic radioactive contamination of all detector and
shield materials [8] to calculate the neutron background
from ð!; nÞ and spontaneous fission reactions, as well as
from muons, taking into account the muon energy and
angular dependence at LNGS. The expectation from these
neutron sources is (0:17þ0:12

%0:07 ) events for the given expo-
sure and NR acceptance in the benchmark region. About
70% of the neutron background is muon-induced.

ER background events originate from radioactivity of
the detector components and from " and # activity of
intrinsic radioactivity in the LXe target, such as 222Rn and
85Kr. The latter background is most critical, since it cannot
be reduced by fiducialization. Hence, for the dark matter
search reported here, a major effort was made to reduce the
85Kr contamination, which affected the sensitivity of the
previous search [6]. To estimate the total ER background
from all sources, the 60Co and 232Th calibration data are
used, with>35 times more statistics in the relevant energy
range than in the dark matter data. The calibration data are
scaled to the dark matter exposure by normalizing it to the
number of events seen above the blinding cut in the energy
region of interest. The majority of ER background events
is Gaussian distributed in the discrimination parameter
space, with a few events leaking anomalously into the NR
band. These anomalous events can be due to double scat-
ters with one energy deposition inside the TPC and another
one in a charge insensitive region, such that the prompt S1
signal from the two scatters is combined with only one
charge signal S2. Following the observed distribution in
the calibration data, the anomalous leakage events were
parametrized by a constant (exponential) function in the
discrimination parameter (S1 space). The ER background
estimate including Gaussian and anomalous events is
(0:79& 0:16) in the benchmark region, leading to a total
background expectation of (1:0& 0:2) events.

The background model used in the PL analysis employs
the same assumptions and input spectra from MC and
calibration data. Its validity has been confirmed prior to
unblinding on the high-energy sideband and on the vetoed
data from 6:6–43:3 keVnr.

After unblinding, two events were observed in the bench-
mark WIMP search region; see Fig. 2. With energies of 7.1
(3.3) and 7:8 keVnr (3.8 PE), both fall into the lowest PE bin
used for this analysis. The waveforms for both events are of
high quality, and their S2=S1 value is at the lower edge of
the NR band from neutron calibration. There are no leakage
events below 3 PE. The PL analysis yields a p value of
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FIG. 2 (color online). (Top) Event distribution in the discrimi-
nation parameter space log10ðS2b=S1Þ, flattened by subtracting
the distribution’s mean, as observed after unblinding using all
analysis cuts and a 34 kg fiducial volume (black squares). A lower
analysis threshold of 6:6 keVnr (NR equivalent energy scale) is
employed. The PL analysis uses an upper energy threshold of
43:3 keVnr (3–30 PE), and the benchmark WIMP search region is
limited to 30:5 keVnr (3–20 PE). The negligible impact of the
S2> 150 PE threshold cut is indicated by the dashed-dotted blue
line, and the signal region is restricted by a lower border running
along the 97% NR quantile. An additional hard S2b=S1 discrimi-
nation cut at 99.75% ER rejection defines the benchmark WIMP
search region from above (dotted green line) but is only used to
cross-check the PL inference. The histogram in red and gray
indicates the NR band from the neutron calibration. Two events
fall into the benchmark region where (1:0& 0:2) are expected
from background. (Bottom) Spatial event distribution inside the
TPC using a 6:6–43:3 keVnr energy window. The 34 kg fiducial
volume is indicated by the red dashed line. Gray points are above
the 99.75% rejection line, and black circles fall below.
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Predictions for light WIMPs

• How would signal claims of other experiments look like in XENON100’s Run10 data?

WIMP with mW = 8 GeV  WIMP with mW = 25 GeV

WIMP-nucleon cross 
section : 3 x 10-41 cm2

WIMP-nucleon cross 
section : 1.6 x 10-40 cm2
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FIG. 10: Two–dimensional distributions of expected cS1 and
cS2 signals for (top) an 8 GeV c−2 WIMP and for (bottom)
a 25 GeV c−2 WIMP with spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
cross-sections of 3 × 10−41 cm2 and of 1.6 × 10−42 cm2, re-
spectively. In both cases, the same assumptions applied to
create the recoil spectra in Fig. 9 are used. In both figures,
the vertical red lines represent boundaries of 3-30 PE. The
horizontal (long-dash) red curve represents the mean (µ) −3�
for the elastic nuclear recoil distribution and the horizontal
(short-dash) red curve represents the 99.75% electron recoil
rejection line as discussed in Ref. [2].

only 2 event candidates observed in the 225 live-days
XENON100 dark matter search [2] is consistent with the
reported exclusion limit, supporting the tension between

these results and signal claims by other experiments [27–
29].

V. CONCLUSIONS

The neutron calibration of the XENON100 dark mat-
ter detector with a 241AmBe source has been modeled
with a MC simulation that includes the signal genera-
tion in both the S1 and S2 channels. Agreement in the
ionization channel is achieved through the adoption of aQy(derived using 241AmBe data and a fixed Le↵) that is
largely consistent with previous direct and indirect mea-
surements and phenomenological estimations but shows
no indication of a low-energy increase as reported by the
direct measurement of Ref. [11]. Additionally, an op-
timized Le↵ is determined using a similar method and
is used to match data and MC signal distributions in
the scintillation channel. The ionization and scintilla-
tion channels are combined in two-dimensional spaces,
achieving agreement between MC and data, constraining
the uncertainty in the nuclear recoil energy scales, and
reproducing both means and widths of energy distribu-
tions. It provides a strong validation of the understand-
ing of the discrimination parameter space in which previ-
ous XENON100 dark matter searches were analysed and
reported. A simulated neutron emission rate of 159 n/s
is required to achieve spectral matching. This is in agree-
ment with the measured emission rate of (160 ± 4) n/s
and confirms the robustness of the S1 signal acceptance
used in the XENON100 WIMP searches [2, 3, 6, 18].
We gratefully acknowledge support from NSF, DOE,

SNF, UZH, FCT, INFN, Région des Pays de la Loire,
STCSM, NSFC, DFG, Stichting voor Fundamenteel On-
derzoek der Materie (FOM), the Max Planck Society and
the Weizmann Institute of Science. We are grateful to
LNGS for hosting and supporting XENON100.
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FIG. 10: Two–dimensional distributions of expected cS1 and
cS2 signals for (top) an 8 GeV c−2 WIMP and for (bottom)
a 25 GeV c−2 WIMP with spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
cross-sections of 3 × 10−41 cm2 and of 1.6 × 10−42 cm2, re-
spectively. In both cases, the same assumptions applied to
create the recoil spectra in Fig. 9 are used. In both figures,
the vertical red lines represent boundaries of 3-30 PE. The
horizontal (long-dash) red curve represents the mean (µ) −3�
for the elastic nuclear recoil distribution and the horizontal
(short-dash) red curve represents the 99.75% electron recoil
rejection line as discussed in Ref. [2].

only 2 event candidates observed in the 225 live-days
XENON100 dark matter search [2] is consistent with the
reported exclusion limit, supporting the tension between

these results and signal claims by other experiments [27–
29].

V. CONCLUSIONS

The neutron calibration of the XENON100 dark mat-
ter detector with a 241AmBe source has been modeled
with a MC simulation that includes the signal genera-
tion in both the S1 and S2 channels. Agreement in the
ionization channel is achieved through the adoption of aQy(derived using 241AmBe data and a fixed Le↵) that is
largely consistent with previous direct and indirect mea-
surements and phenomenological estimations but shows
no indication of a low-energy increase as reported by the
direct measurement of Ref. [11]. Additionally, an op-
timized Le↵ is determined using a similar method and
is used to match data and MC signal distributions in
the scintillation channel. The ionization and scintilla-
tion channels are combined in two-dimensional spaces,
achieving agreement between MC and data, constraining
the uncertainty in the nuclear recoil energy scales, and
reproducing both means and widths of energy distribu-
tions. It provides a strong validation of the understand-
ing of the discrimination parameter space in which previ-
ous XENON100 dark matter searches were analysed and
reported. A simulated neutron emission rate of 159 n/s
is required to achieve spectral matching. This is in agree-
ment with the measured emission rate of (160 ± 4) n/s
and confirms the robustness of the S1 signal acceptance
used in the XENON100 WIMP searches [2, 3, 6, 18].
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XENON100 spin-independent results

• No evidence for WIMP interactions; region above thick blue line is excluded


• Upper limit on SI WIMP-nucleon cross section is 2x10-45 cm2 at MW = 55 GeV

! 5% for all WIMP masses for the background-only hy-
pothesis, indicating that there is no excess due to a dark
matter signal. The probability that the expected background
in the benchmark region fluctuates to two events is 26.4%
and confirms this conclusion.

A 90% confidence level exclusion limit for spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross sections !" is calcu-

lated, assuming an isothermal WIMP halo with a local
density of #" ¼ 0:3 GeV=cm3, a local circular velocity

of v0 ¼ 220 km=s, and a Galactic escape velocity of
vesc ¼ 544 km=s [17]. Systematic uncertainties in the
energy scale as described by the Leff parametrization of
Ref. [6] and in the background expectation are profiled
out and represented in the limit. Poisson fluctuations in
the number of PEs dominate the S1 energy resolution and
are also taken into account along with the single PE
resolution. The expected sensitivity of this data set in the
absence of any signal is shown by the green (yellow)
[1! (2!)] band in Fig. 3. The new limit is represented by
the thick blue line. It excludes a large fraction of previously
unexplored parameter space, including regions preferred
by scans of the constrained supersymmetric parameter
space [18].

The new XENON100 data provide the most stringent
limit for m" > 8 GeV=c2 with a minimum of ! ¼ 2:0#
10$45 cm2 at m" ¼ 55 GeV=c2. The maximum gap analy-

sis uses an acceptance-corrected exposure of 2323:7 kg#
days (weighted with the spectrum of a 100 GeV=c2

WIMP) and yields a result which agrees with the result of
Fig. 3 within the known systematic differences. The new
XENON100 result continues to challenge the interpretation
of the DAMA [19], CoGeNT [20], and CRESST-II [21]
results as being due to scalar WIMP-nucleon interactions.
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• Assume we have detector of mass M, taking data for a period of time t 
• The total exposure will be ε = M × t [kg days]; nuclear recoils are detected above an energy 

threshold Eth, up to a chosen energy  Emax. The expected number of events nexp will be:


⇒ cross sections for which nexp ≥ 1  
can be probed by the experiment 

• If ZERO events are observed, Poisson 

statistics implies that nexp ≤ 2.3 at 90% CL

=> exclusion plot in the cross 

section versus mass parameter space

(assuming known local density)


Vanilla Exclusion Plot

nexp = ε
dR
dER

dEREth

Emax

∫

ER << Eth

mχ ~ mN

nexp ~ 1/mχ

velocity 
distribution 
tail



XENON100 spin-dependent results

• 129Xe (spin-1/2) and 131Xe (spin-3/2), two isotopes with J ≠ 0 and abundance of 
26.2% and 21.8% in XENON100
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New XENON100 results

• Dark matter particles interacting with e-


• XENON100’s ER background lower than DAMA modulation amplitude


➡search for a signal above background in the ER spectrum
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FIG. 1: Fig. 1. Conceptual illustration of the anal-
ysis. Shown is the DAMA/LIBRA rate (red) [20] with
the modulated rate in (2 � 6) keV from the fit parameters
in [4] (dark red). The distribution of the XENON100 live
time (blue) is indicated with its average background rate of
5.3 events/(keV · tonne · day), which shows dents due to main-
tenance or calibration campaigns. The region between the
dashed lines (green) indicates the 70 summer live days where
the modulated signal is expected to be largest.

We interpret data from the XENON100 detector that
were acquired between February 28, 2011 and March 31,
2012 for a total exposure of 224.6 live days and 34 kg fidu-
cial mass. We have previously searched this data set for
spin-independent [14] and spin-dependent [15] WIMP-
induced nuclear recoils as well as for axion-induced elec-
tronic recoils [16]. XENON100 is located in the Gran
Sasso underground laboratory. It consists of a liquid
xenon target that is operated as a low-background time
projection chamber [17]. Each particle interaction re-
sults in two signals: The prompt scintillation signal
(S1) is used here for energy estimation, and the de-
layed ionization signal (S2) allows for 3D vertex recon-
struction. Data reduction is performed in order to se-
lect single-scatter low-energy (< 10 keV) recoils in the
fiducial volume, while retaining maximal detector e�-
ciency [16, 18]. At low energies, the remaining back-
ground of XENON100 is dominated by forward-scattered
Compton events, resulting in a flat spectrum with a
rate of 5.3 events/(keV · tonne · day) in the fiducial vol-
ume [19] (File A1). This rate is more than two or-
ders of magnitude lower than the average background
rate of about 1019 events/(keV · tonne · day) reported by
DAMA/LIBRA in the same energy interval [20, 21], and
even smaller than their reported annual modulation am-
plitude of (11.2 ± 1.2) events/(keV · tonne · day) [4]. Be-
cause the DAMA/LIBRA collaboration has not pub-
lished the composition of their background at low en-
ergies, we test the minimum dark matter signal that
would be required to cause the observed modulation. In
this scenario, the constant spectrum is fully attributed
to background, and only the modulated part itself is at-
tributed to a 100% modulated dark matter signal as illus-
trated in (Fig. 1). We ignore the practical di�culties of

realizing such a highly modulated signal [3, 22] but con-
servatively consider it as the case that is most challenging
to exclude. The dark matter-induced rate would then be
zero on December 2nd, and twice the measured modula-
tion amplitude on June 2nd. It follows that there is an
optimized time interval to consider for best sensitivity.
To find this interval, the signal expected in XENON100
was simulated for di↵erent time intervals centered around
June 2nd. We take into account uncertainties from count-
ing statistics in XENON100 and DAMA/LIBRA, as well
as the systematic uncertainty from the conversion of keV
energy into S1 [16]. The optimum time interval is found
to be 70 live days around June 2nd, roughly correspond-
ing to April 2011–August 2011 (Fig. 1) as indicated. Our
expected sensitivity varies by less than 0.1� with changes
of this interval of ±40 live days. A dedicated analysis of
the time stability of XENON100 electron recoil data will
be presented elsewhere [23].

WIMP axial-vector coupling to electrons: A
relativistic treatment of dark matter-electron scatter-
ing shows that keV-scale electronic recoils can only be
induced by dark matter particles with masses m� &
1GeV/c2 scattering inelastically o↵ electrons with mo-
menta on the order of MeV/c [11, 24].A qualitatively sim-
ilar result is obtained by a simple non-relativistic treat-
ment of elastic two-body scattering. As shown in [11],
even if the dark matter has tree-level (first-order) interac-
tions only with leptons, loop-induced dark matter-hadron
interactions dominate the experimental signatures and
make the usual exclusions based on nuclear recoil analy-
ses applicable. Thus, we consider here axial-vector ~A⌦ ~A
couplings between dark matter and leptons, since in this
case, loop contributions vanish, while the WIMP-electron
coupling is not suppressed by additional small factors of
velocity v or mass ratio me/m�.
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FIG. 2: Fig. 2. Calculated ratio of the di↵erential rates
in xenon and sodium iodide for inelastic WIMP-electron scat-
tering through axial-vector coupling. The structures around
1 and 5 keV are owing to the small di↵erence in the binding
energies of the 3s and 2s shells in xenon and iodine.

We use equation (30) in [11], with an additional fac-
tor of 2 to account for electron occupancy from spin, to
calculate the di↵erential rate for WIMP-electron scatter-
ing (File A2). The expected rate includes a sum over
the atomic shells of the target, and for each shell, inte-
grates the momentum wave function of the electrons to

3

get the contribution at a given recoil energy. Given the
requirement that the energy deposited in the detector
must be more than the binding energy of the electron,
the largest contribution to the rate in a sodium iodide
target comes from the 3s shell of iodine. The contribu-
tions from sodium are two orders of magnitude smaller.
The momentum-space wave functions for xenon atoms
and iodine anions are nearly identical as a result of their
similar electron structure. This has the important con-
sequence that a comparison between sodium iodide and
xenon is independent of the dark matter halo. The ratio
of the calculated di↵erential rates in xenon and sodium
iodide are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of deposited en-
ergy, considering the full shell structure. This ratio has
negligible dependence on the WIMP mass.

We contrast the DAMA/LIBRA signal, interpreted as
WIMPs coupling to electrons through axial-vector inter-
actions, with XENON100 data. The energy spectrum of
the modulation amplitude [4] is multiplied by the energy-
dependent ratio from Fig. 2 and by a constant factor of
1.88, which accounts for the time integral of the mod-
ulated signal that is expected in our 70 summer live
days (Fig. 1). The deposited electronic recoil energy in
XENON100 is estimated from the S1 signal, measured
in photoelectrons (PE), using the NESTv0.98 model [25]
which consistently fits the available data [26–29]. The
energy scale, shown in [16], includes a systematic un-
certainty that decreases from 20% to 7% from 1 keV to
10 keV, reflecting the spread and uncertainties in the
measurements. The S1 generation is modelled as a Pois-
son process and the PMT resolution is taken into account
in order to obtain the predicted XENON100 S1 spectrum
from the scaled energy spectrum [18]. Our resolution is a
factor 2 worse than that of DAMA/LIBRA; the feature
at 5.2 keV in Fig. 2 is lost in this process.

The converted DAMA/LIBRA and measured
XENON100 energy spectra are shown in Fig. 3.
Part of the DAMA/LIBRA signal is expected to be
seen below 2 keV due to the finite energy resolution of
XENON100. The uncertainty in the converted signal
includes both the statistical uncertainty in the original
DAMA/LIBRA energy spectrum [4] as well as the
uncertainties from our energy conversion. The electronic
recoil cut acceptance, shown in [16], was applied to the
converted DAMA/LIBRA spectrum. The uncertainty
shown in the XENON100 data is statistical.

The energy region to determine the level of exclusion
was chosen starting at the threshold of 3 PE [14] to
the point where the DAMA/LIBRA signal falls below
the expected average XENON100 rate (cyan in Fig.3,
calculated using a flat spectrum background model and
scaled for the live time of the data set), which is at
14 PE, corresponding to (2.0–5.9) keV. Taking system-
atic uncertainties into account, a simple comparison of
the integral counts in this energy interval excludes the
DAMA/LIBRA signal as axial-vector coupling between
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FIG. 3: Fig. 3. Contrasting XENON100 data with
DAMA/LIBRA. The DAMA/LIBRA modulated spectrum
(red), interpreted as WIMPs scattering through axial-vector
interactions, as it would be seen in the XENON100 detector.
The 1� band includes statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties. The DAMA/LIBRA modulated spectrum interpreted as
luminous dark matter is very similar, whereas the interpreta-
tion as mirror dark matter is indicated separately (dark red).
The (blue) data points are XENON100 data from the 70 sum-
mer live days with their statistical uncertainty. The expected
average XENON100 rate is also shown (dashed cyan). The
shaded region from (3–14) PE was used to quantify the con-
fidence level of exclusion.

WIMPs and electrons at 4.4� significance level, even con-
sidering all events from the well-understood XENON100
background [19] as signal candidates. To be consistent
with previous analyses [16], the same data selection cuts
were applied. The exclusion remains unchanged if we
only impose a minimum set of requirements, namely that
events have a single scatter in the fiducial volume with
a prompt S1 and delayed S2 signal in the correct energy
range. Furthermore, the exclusion stays above 3� confi-
dence level even if we consider a 4.5� downward deviation
in the measured data points [26–28] that are used to set
the energy scale, or if we set the light yield in xenon to
zero below 2.9 keV, in contradiction with direct measure-
ment [27, 28].

A profile likelihood analysis [30, 31] was performed to
constrain the cross section �0

�e ⌘ G2m2
e/⇡ for WIMPs

coupling to electrons through axial-vector interactions.
To this end, we drop the assumption of a 100% mod-
ulated rate and use the entire 224.6 live days data set.
Fully analogous to [16], we use the same energy range and
background likelihood function, derived from calibration
data. We do not consider energy depositions below 1 keV,
the lowest directly measured data point in [27]. The re-
sulting XENON100 exclusion limit (90% confidence level)
is shown (Fig. 4) along with the 1�/2�-sensitivity bands
based on the background-only hypothesis. It excludes
cross-sections above 6 ⇥ 10�35 cm2 for WIMPs with a
mass of m� = 2GeV/c2. This is more than 5 orders of
magnitude stronger than the one derived in [11] based on

DAMA/LIBRA modulated spectrum as would be seen 
in XENON100 (for axial-vector WIMP-e- scattering)

Consider the 70 days with the largest signal
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DM?

background ~ 2 orders of
magnitude
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XENON100 excludes leptophilic models
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FIG. 4: Fig. 4. Parameter space for WIMPs coupling
to electrons through axial-vector interactions. The
XENON100 upper limit (90% confidence level) is indicated
by the blue line, along with the green/yellow bands indicat-
ing the 1�/2� sensitivity. For comparison, we also show the
DAMA/LIBRA allowed region (red) and the constraint from
Super-Kamiokande (SK) using neutrinos from the Sun, by
assuming dark matter annihilation into ⌧ ⌧̄ or ⌫⌫̄, both calcu-
lated in [11].

data from the XENON10 detector, completely excludes
the DAMA/LIBRA signal, and sets the strongest direct
limit to date on the cross section of WIMPs coupling to
electrons through axial-vector interactions.For compari-
son, we also show the DAMA/LIBRA allowed region and
the constraint from Super-Kamiokande using neutrinos
from the Sun, by assuming dark matter annihilation into
⌧ ⌧̄ or ⌫⌫̄, both calculated in [11]. The XENON100 data
completely excludes the DAMA/LIBRA signal and sets
the strongest direct limit to date on the cross section of
WIMPs coupling to electrons through axial-vector inter-
actions, excluding cross-sections above 6⇥ 10�35 cm2 for
WIMPs with a mass of m� = 2GeV/c2.

Kinematically Mixed Mirror Dark Matter: It
has been suggested that multi-component models with
light dark matter particles of ⇠MeV/c2 mass might ex-
plain the DAMA/LIBRA modulation [32]. A specific ex-
ample of such a model, kinematically mixed mirror dark
matter [33], was shown to broadly have the right proper-
ties to explain the DAMA/LIBRA signal via dark matter-
electron scattering. In this model, dark matter halos are
composed of a multi-component plasma of mirror parti-
cles, each with the same mass as their standard model
partners. The mirror sector is connected to the normal
sector by kinetic mixing of photons and mirror photons at
the level of ⇠ 10�9, which provides a production mech-
anism for mirror dark matter and a scattering channel
with ordinary matter. While mirror hadrons would not
induce nuclear recoils above threshold, mirror electrons
(m0

e = 511 keV/c2) would have a velocity dispersion large
enough to induce ⇠keV electronic recoils.

The di↵erential scattering rate of mirror electrons is
proportional to gNne0 , where g is the number of loosely-
bound electrons, assumed to be those with binding en-

ergy < 1 keV [33], N is the number of target atoms
and ne0 is the mirror electron density.The detector-
dependent quantities are N and g. In order to com-
pare DAMA/LIBRA directly with XENON100, we ap-
ply a constant scaling of gXe/gNaI · NXe/NNaI = 0.89 to
the DAMA/LIBRA spectrum and use the same proce-
dure as in the case of axial-vector coupling: We again
consider only the DAMA/LIBRA modulation signal, use
the 70 summer live days, model scintillation in liquid
xenon as described previously, and simply compare in-
tegral counts up to the point where the DAMA/LIBRA
signal falls below the expected average XENON100 back-
ground data rate (at 13 PE), without background sub-
traction. This excludes the DAMA/LIBRA signal as
kinematically mixed mirror dark matter at 3.6� confi-
dence level.
Luminous Dark Matter: The third model we con-

sider is Luminous Dark Matter [34], featuring a dark mat-
ter particle with a ⇠keV mass splitting between states
connected by a magnetic dipole moment operator. The
dark matter particle upscatters in the Earth and later de-
excites, possibly within a detector, with the emission of
a real photon. The experimental signature of this model
is a mono-energetic line from the de-excitation photon.
A mass splitting � = 3.3 keV provides a good fit to the
DAMA/LIBRA signal [34] which would be explained as
scattering of a real photon from the de-excitation of a
⇠GeV/c2 dark matter particle that is heavy enough to
undergo upscattering, but light enough to evade detec-
tion in other direct searches.

This signature is independent of the target material;
only the sensitive volume a↵ects the induced event rate.
As rates are typically given per unit detector mass, scal-
ing to volume is inversely proportional to target density.
We thus apply a constant scaling factor to the di↵er-
ential rate in DAMA/LIBRA which is the ratio of the
target densities ⇢NaI/⇢Xe = 1.29 in order to compare
it to XENON100. Proceeding as in the previous two
cases, we exclude the DAMA/LIBRA signal as luminous
dark matter at 4.6� confidence level. Together with the
other two exclusions presented above, this robustly rules
out leptophilic dark matter interactions as cause for the
DAMA/LIBRA signal.
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• Dark matter particles interacting with e-


1. No evidence for a signal


2. Exclude various leptophilic models as explanation for DAMA/LIBRA
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FIG. 4. Left: Distribution of events in the f90 vs S1 plane which survive all quality and physics cuts (including veto cuts).
Shaded blue with solid blue outline: WIMP search region. Percentages label the f90 acceptance contours for NRs, drawn
by connecting points (shown with uncertainties) at which the acceptance was determined from the corresponding SCENE
measurements. Lighter shaded blue with dashed blue line show that extending the WIMP search region to 99% f90 NR
acceptance is still far away from ER backgrounds. Right: Distribution of events in the f90 vs S1 plane which survive all quality
and physics cuts, and which in addition survive a radial cut and a S2/S1 cut (see text).

The WIMP search region for the present exposure is
shown in Fig. 4, with the events passing all TPC and
veto cuts described above. We observe no event within
the WIMP search region in the present exposure.

We can compare the observed number of “neutron
events”—events within the WIMP search region that
pass the TPC cuts and are accompanied by veto signals—
with our MC prediction. We do not observe any neutron
events in the present exposure. In the previous AAr ex-
posure we observed two. One of the AAr neutron events
was classified as cosmogenic based on its WCD and LSV
signals. Combining the two exposures, we observe 1 ra-
diogenic neutron event in 118 live-days of data, which
is in agreement with our MC prediction of (2± 2) events.
MC simulations for the UAr exposure predict that < 0.02
radiogenic neutrons would produce events in the TPC
and remain un-vetoed. The un-vetoed cosmogenic neu-
tron background is expected to be small compared to the
radiogenic neutron background [10].

Dark matter limits from the present exposure are
determined from our WIMP search region using the
standard isothermal galactic WIMP halo parame-
ters (vescape=544 km/s, v0=220 km/s, vEarth=232 km/s,
⇢dm=0.3GeV/(c2 cm3), see [1] and references cited
therein). Given the background-free result shown above,
we derive a 90% C.L. exclusion curve corresponding to
the observation of 2.3 events for spin-independent inter-
actions. When combined with the null result of our pre-
vious AAr exposure, we obtain a 90% C.L. upper limit
on the WIMP-nucleon spin-independent cross section of
2.0⇥ 10�44 cm2 (8.6⇥ 10�44 cm2, 8.0⇥ 10�43 cm2) for a
WIMP mass of 100GeV/c2 (1TeV/c2, 10TeV/c2). Fig. 5
compares these limits to those obtained by other experi-
ments.

The DarkSide-50 detector is currently operating and
accumulating exposure in a stable, low-background con-
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FIG. 5. Comparison of spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
cross section 90% C.L. exclusion plot for the DarkSide-50
AAr (dotted red) and UAr campaign (dashed red), and
combination of the UAr and AAr [1] campaigns (solid
red). Also shown are results from LUX [24] (solid black),
XENON100 [25] (dashed black), CDMS [26] (solid green),
PandaX-I [27] (dotted black), and WARP [28] (magenta).

figuration with the characteristics described above. We
plan to conduct a 3 yr dark matter search. Fur-
ther planned improvements include increased calibration
statistics, improvements in data analysis, and improved
understanding of non-39Ar backgrounds. Fig. 4 (right)
demonstrates available improvements in background re-
jection, which we did not utilize in this analysis. When
adding xy fiducialization (requiring the reconstructed ra-
dius to be less than 10 cm) and also an S2/S1 cut (requir-
ing that S2/S1 be lower than the median value for NRs),
we obtain an even greater separation between the events
surviving the selection and the previously defined WIMP
search region. Should a signal appear in the region of in-
terest, the S2/S1 parameter would provide a powerful
additional handle in understanding its origin.
The DarkSide-50 Collaboration would like to thank

LNGS laboratory and its sta↵ for invaluable tech-
nical and logistical support. This report is based

DarkSide-50, 70.9 live days, arXiv:1510.00702
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FIG. 1. Left: Live-time-normalized S1-late pulse integral spectra (see text) obtained at zero drift field, with an AAr fill (black)
and a UAr fill (blue). Also shown are the GEANT4 MC fit to the UAr data (red) and individual components of 85Kr (green)
and 39Ar (orange) extracted from the fit. Right: Live-time normalized S1 pulse integral spectra from single-scatter events
in AAr (black) and UAr (blue) taken with 200V/cm drift field. Also shown are the 85Kr (green) and 39Ar (orange) levels as
inferred from a MC fit. Note the peak in the lowest bin of the UAr spectrum, which is due to 37Ar from cosmic-ray activation.
The peak at ⇠600PE is due to �-ray Compton backscatters.
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FIG. 2. f90 NR median vs. S1 from a high-rate in situ AmBe
calibration (blue) and scaled from SCENE measurements (red
points). Grey points indicate the upper NR band from the
AmBe calibration and lower ER band from �-ray- and �-
decay-induced background events. Events in the region be-
tween the NR and ER bands are due to inelastic scattering
of high energy neutrons, accidentals, and correlated neutron
and �-ray emission by the AmBe source.

of their subsequent capture. Neutron capture in the scin-
tillator occurs predominantly on 10B and 1H, with esti-
mated probabilities for the current TMB concentration
of ⇠92% and ⇠8%, respectively. Neutron capture on
10B in the TMB can occur through two channels [19]:

10B+ n ! ↵ (1775 keV) + 7Li (BR: 6.4%)
10B+ n ! ↵ (1471 keV) + 7Li⇤ (BR: 93.6%)

7Li⇤ ! 7Li + � (478 keV)

The scintillation light from ↵ and 7Li of the g.s. chan-
nel is quenched to 25 to 35PE, while the 478 keV �-ray
accompanying the 7Li* channel gives at least 240PE.
These signals are both well above the LSV analysis
threshold of a few PE. Using AmBe data we have mea-
sured the time distributions for both capture channels
relative to the 4.4MeV �-ray which accompanies 56%

of neutrons [20]. These are exponentials with time con-
stants of 22 µs, consistent with the expected capture life-
time at the current TMB concentration. From AmBe
data and MC simulations, we estimate a detection e�-
ciency of ⇠99.2% for radiogenic neutrons coming from
detector components when using only the neutron cap-
ture signals without the thermalization signal. The main
detection ine�ciency is due to a fraction of the neutron
captures on 1H in which the 2.2MeV de-excitation �-ray
is fully absorbed in inert materials rather than in the
scintillator. Due to the prompt �-rays present with the
AmBe neutrons, we have not yet been able to quantify
the detection e�ciency for the thermalization signal, but
this fast signal should give a further gain in e�ciency.

The signals from the TPC PMTs are bu↵ered and split,
with one signal sent to waveform digitizers and the other
signal discriminated with a 0.6PE threshold to produce
logic signals for the event trigger. The TPC event trigger
for the UAr campaign is a simple majority trigger requir-
ing a threshold number of channels to present hits within
a 100 ns window. The threshold was set to 3 channels for
the first 20% of the data taking, before being reduced to
2 channels to study a peak found at 2.7 keV, due to 37Ar
decay [17]. The initial strength and decay of this peak are
consistent with estimates of cosmic ray activation while
the UAr was above ground [21]. Due to the short live-
time, this activity is not a concern but can be exploited
as a valuable calibration source at very low energy. At
either threshold the trigger e�ciency is essentially 100%
for NRs in our WIMP search region. Once a trigger is
generated, the waveform digitizers record 440µs of data,
larger than the maximum drift time of the TPC (376µs).

We performed a non-blind physics analysis, where the
LAr TPC event selection and data analysis procedures
were intentionally kept as similar as possible to those of
Ref. [1]. Data quality cuts are applied to remove UAr

39Ar
85Kr

39Ar
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Fig. 2. Left: The LUX 90% C.L. on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section (solid blue) and a projected limit of the upcoming 300 live-days run (dashed blue). The
shaded region indicates 71σ variation from repeated trials, where trials fluctuating below the expected number of background events are forced from zero to 2.3 (blue
shaded). Also shown are results from XENON-100 [9,10], ZEPLIN-III [11], CDMS-II [12] and Edelweiss-II [13]. Right: Close-up view at lower WIMP masses together with
regions measured by other experiments, e.g. CoGeNT [14] (red), CDMS-II Si [15] (green and ‘x’), CRESST-II [16] (yellow) and DAMA/LIBRA [17,18] (grey). Limits been calculated
assuming an artificial cut-off of light yield for nuclear recoils below 3 keVnr, despite evidence of signals down to 0:7 keVnr. See text for details. Refer to the online-version for
color figures.
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FIG. 12: The 90% c.l. upper limit for spin-independent
isoscalar WIMP-nucleon cross section for the PandaX-I ex-
periment (red curves). Recent world results are plotted for
comparison: XENON100 225 day results [11] (black solid),
LUX first results [12] (blue), SuperCDMS results [15] (or-
ange solid), DarkSide results [14] (magenta solid), CRESST-
II 2014 limits [8] (brown dashed), and CDEX 2014 limits [17]
(solid violet). The claimed WIMP signals are shown as closed
contours: CoGeNT 2014 results (cyan solid), CDMS-II-Si re-
sults [9] (gold dashed), DAMA/LIBRA 3� contours (green
solid), and CRESST-II 2012 results (brown solid).

of 44.7GeV/c2. Under the elastic, spin-independent, and
isospin conserving WIMP-nucleon scattering model, our
limits strongly disfavor the WIMP interpretation of the
results from DAMA/LIBRA, CoGeNT, CDMS-II-Si and
CRESST-II. It is noteworthy that with our conserva-
tive treatment at low recoil energy, our results still set
a stringent limit at the low WIMP mass region, with a
tighter bound than SuperCDMS above the WIMP mass
of 7GeV/c2, and the best reported bound in the dual
phase xenon detector below a WIMP mass of 5.5GeV/c2.

The experimental sensitivity band is obtained using
the same approach as above but with hundreds of 80.1-
day background-only toy MCs based on Table IV using
prescribed PDF for each event type, from which one ob-
tains a distribution of “upper limits”. In Fig. 13, our
upper limit is overlaid with the ±1-� sensitivity band.
Consistency is observed, confirming no significant excess
over background.

To study shape related systematic uncertainties sepa-
rately 4, we performed calculations of upper limits either
by setting PDE and EEE both at +1� or �1�. The re-
sulting limits are overlaid in Fig. 13. As expected, the
higher e�ciency would lead to tighter bounds in the low

4 The shape systematics could also be introduced into the fitter
via nuisance parameters. However, to explicitly show the size of
the e↵ects and to simplify the fitter computation, we chose to
apply these systematic variations “by hand”.

mass region and vice versa. The (more aggressive) upper
limit obtained with dark matter PDFs generated from
the NEST-1.0 model is very close to that with the +1�
PDE/EEE. These are sizable influences but are compa-
rable with the sensitivity band, therefore do not change
the main conclusion of our results.
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FIG. 13: PandaX-I WIMP search limit from the data (red
line) overlaid with the ±1� sensitivity band obtained from
toy MC (yellow) as well as the alternative upper limits using
either +1� or �1� values for the PDE and EEE, but with
the same NEST-0.98 model. For comparison, a few world
leading limits for the low mass WIMP are plotted: LUX
first results [12] (blue), SuperCDMS results [15] (orange), and
CRESST-II 2014 limits [8] (brown dashed).

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we report the low-energy dark matter
search results with the 54.0⇥80.1 kg-day full exposure of
the PandaX-I experiment. In this analysis, compared to
the first results, we made a number of improvements in
signal identification, background classification and rate
and shape estimates, a realistic treatment on the e�-
ciency for very low recoil energy events, as well as profile
likelihood ratio fits to obtain the final WIMP search limit.
Observing no significant excess over background, our re-
sults strongly disfavor the WIMP interpretation of the
results from DAMA/LIBRA, CoGeNT, CDMS-II-Si and
CRESST-II. Our bound is tighter than that from Super-
CDMS above the WIMP mass of 7GeV/c2, and is the
lowest reported limit below a WIMP mass of 5.5GeV/c2

in xenon dark matter experiments to date, showing that
liquid xenon detectors can be competitive for low-mass
WIMP searches.
The results from PandaX-I are crucial in guiding the

future development of the PandaX program. The sec-
ond phase experiment, PandaX-II, constructed with a
liquid xenon target of 500 kg sensitive mass and lower
background materials for the cryostat and TPC, is un-

DarkSide-50: factor 1.4 x 103 depletion of 39Ar



• Under construction: XENON1T/nT (3.3 t/ 7t LXe) at LNGS 

• Proposed LXe: LUX-ZEPLIN 7t (approved), XMASS 5t LXe


• Proposed LAr: DarkSide 20 t LAr, DEAP 50 t LAr


• Design & R&D studies: DARWIN 30-50 t LXe; ARGO 300 t LAr

XENON1T: 3.3 t LXe LZ: 7t LXe DARWIN: 50 t LXe
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XMASS%project 
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• !In!this!slide,!I’d!like!to!explain!our!XMASS!project!at!Kamioka!observatory!in!
Japan.!
• !Our!Binal!goal,!a!ten!ton!scale!detector!of!XMASSE2!will!cover!multiple!purposes!
such!as!dark!matter,!pp!solar!neutrino!and!0ν2β!decay.!
• !Refurbishment!of!XMASSEI!will!be!completed!in!this!autumn!and!XMASSE1.5!is!
planed!to!start!in!2015.!They!are!mainly!for!dark!matter!search.!
• !Commissioning!data!of!XMASSEI!was!taken!from!Nov.!2010!to!May.!2012.!!

Y.#Suzuki,#hep-ph/0008296#

XMASS: 5t LXe

DarkSide 50june 27, 2013 p. 21

Darkside 5000

● R&D and engineering for ton-scale experiment 
"DS G2" with 5t liquid Argon (active volume) and 
a sensitivity of 2·10-47 cm2

● reuse same neutron veto + water Cherenkov veto

DarkSide: 20 t LAr

LZ$
Concept$

Liquid$Xenon:$$
48X$LUX$Fiducial$

Gd`LAB$(Daya$Bay)$Gd`LAB$(25$tonne)$2/28/14$ Harry$Nelson$for$LZ$ 10/23$

Future noble liquid detectors
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The XENON1T experiment
• Under construction at LNGS since autumn 2013; commissioning planned for late 2015


• Total (active) LXe mass: 3.3 t (2 t), 1 m electron drift, 248 3-inch PMTs in two arrays


• Background goal: 100 x lower than XENON100 ~ 5x10-2 events/(t d keV)

XENON1T at LNGS

XENON1T at LNGS

1 ton fiducial volume out of ⇠3 ton LXe
Goal to reach 2⇥ 10�47 cm2

Construction started in 2013 at LNGS
Water tank, cryostat & cryosystem installed
Gas and storage systems commissioning

Commissioning in summer 2015

Detector design
Background requirement:
<1 event in ⇠ 2 years
1 m electron-drift and 100 kV
HV demonstrated

XENON1T TPC design

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) PMTs München, 04/2015 9 / 21

xenon1t.org 83
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XENON1T: status of construction work
• Water Cherenkov shield built and instrumented


• Cryostat support, service building, electrical plant completed


• Several subsystems (cryostat, cryogenics, storage, purification, cables & fibres, pipes ) installed 
and under commissioning underground

Construction Milestones

Mayra Cervantes The XENON Collaboration May 19, 2015 24 / 26

XENON1T ReStoX System 
 (Recovery & Storage of Xe)

• Double-walled, high 
pressure (70 atm), 
vacuum-insulated, LN2 
cooled sphere of 2.1 
diameter 

• To store 7.6  tons of Xe 
either in gas or liquid/
solid phase under high 
purity conditions 

• To recover in a safe and 
controlled way LXe from 
detector. In case of 
emergency all LXe is 
recovered in a few hours

DPG 2015 Melanie  Scheibelhut 8/18

Inside the Sphere

8 fins inside the sphere

Transfer of the cooling temperature into the
sphere



XENON1T: status of construction work
• Water Cherenkov shield built and instrumented



The XENON1T inner detector

The TPC

• PMTs tested at cryogenic temperatures; arrays with electronics & cables assembled


• TPC assembly and cold tests completed; installation at LNGS in October/November 2015

1 ton fiducial
3 t total
@180K

121  3’’ sensors top

PMT array, bases & cables TPC assembly, cool down tests 

127  3’’ sensors top



The XENON1T inner detector
• PMTs tested at cryogenic temperatures; arrays assembled


• TPC assembly and cold tests completed; installation at LNGS in October/November 2015

xenon1t.org

http://xenon1t.org


The XENON1T field cage

xenon1t.org

Field cage in LNGS clean room

74 Cu field shaping rings

Field cage in LNGS clean room

Teflon panels for >98% 
reflectivity of 175 nm VUV light

http://xenon1t.org


The XENON1T PMT arrays

xenon1t.org

Bottom PMT array

Close packing for efficient S1 light 
collection

Top PMT array

Optimised for optimal position 
reconstruction (S2-based) 

http://xenon1t.org


From XENON100 to XENON1T in numbers

From XENON100 to XENON1T

A. Molinario (INFN-LNGS) The XENON Project at LNGS NDM15 14 / 23

XENON100 XENON1T

Total LXe 
mass [kg] 161 3500

Background 
[dru] 5 x 10-3 5 x 10-5

222Rn  

[µBq/kg] ~ 65 ~ 1

natKr 

[ppt] ~120 ~0.2

e- drift

[cm] 30 100

Cathode HV

[kV] -16 -100



XENON1T background predictions
• Materials background: based on screening results for all detector components


• 85Kr: 0.2 ppt of natKr with 2x10-11 85Kr; 222Rn: 1 µBq/kg; 136Xe double beta: 2.11x1021 y


• ER vs NR discrimination level: 99.75%; 40% acceptance for NRs


➡ Total ERs: 0.3 events/year in 1 ton fiducial volume, [2-12] keVee


➡ Total NRs: 0.2 events/year in 1 ton, [5-50] keVnr (muon-induced n-BG < 0.01 ev/year)

Total

Materials

Total
double beta

Background rate from various components Background versus fiducial LXe mass



XENON1T backgrounds and WIMP sensitivity
Single scatters in 1 ton fiducial
99.75% S2/S1 discrimination
NR acceptance 40%
Light yield = 7.7 PE/keV at 0 field
Leff = 0 below 1 keVnr

WIMP mass: 50 GeV
Fiducial LXe mass: 1 t
Sensitivity at 90% CL

ER + NR backgrounds and WIMP spectra Sensitivity versus exposure (in 1 ton fiducial mass)



DARWIN-LXe TPC baseline concept

• 30-50 tons LXe in total


• ~ few  x 103 photosensors


• >2 m drift length


• >2 m diameter TPC


• PTFE walls with Cu field shaping rings


• Background goal: dominated by 
neutrinos
3" R11410 photomultipliers

Low radioactivity photosensor for XENON1T

Component Radioactivity
238

U < 10 mBq/PMT
228

Th ⇠ 0.5 mBq/PMT
226

Ra ⇠ 0.6 mBq/PMT
235

U ⇠ 0.3 mBq/PMT
60

Co ⇠ 0.8 mBq/PMT
40

K ⇠ 12 mBq/PMT

XENON collaboration, arxiv:1503.07698

High QE: ⇠ 35 % at 175 nm
for a low energy threshold
⇠ 90% collection efficiency
Gain average @1500 V: 5⇥106

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) PMTs München, 04/2015 9 / 19

DARWIN photosensors

Several photosensors being considered:

PMTs: improved 4 inch version of
R11410/R11065 currently under
development @ Hamamatsu
See talk Yuji Hotta, UCLA DM2014

SiPMs: large areas necessary
See talk by G. Fiorillo

GPMs: gaseous photomultipliers
See talk by L. Arazi

Hybrid tubes, SIGHT: Photocathode + APD

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) PMTs München, 04/2015 17 / 19

3-inch PMT, R11410-21 4-inch PMT

160 kg

3 tons

30-50 tons

93darwin-observatory.org



Science reach: WIMP physics with xenon

Probe WIMP-Xe interactions via: 

• spin-independent elastic scattering: 124Xe, 126Xe, 128Xe, 129Xe, 130Xe, 131Xe, 132Xe (26.9%), 134Xe (10.4%), 136Xe (8.9%)


• spin-dependent elastic scattering: 129Xe (26.4%), 131Xe (21.2%)


• inelastic WIMP-129Xe and WIMP-131Xe scatters
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Figure 3. Spin-dependent WIMP-neutron cross-section constraints for the neutron-only coupling
case.

Indirect DM searches via neutrinos produced when WIMPs are caught and then anni-

hilate in the Sun can place constraints on the SD WIMP-proton cross-section as collisions

of WIMPs with hydrogen (protons) is part of the process for capturing WIMPs in the

Sun [74]. Figure 4 shows constraints placed by the IceCube/DeepCore [75] and Baksan

[76] neutrino detector searches for such neutrinos. The constraints depend on the annihi-

lation channel and are shown here for the representative b-quark and W -boson channels.

While neutrino searches can be very sensitive to WIMPs with SD proton couplings, the

high thresholds in IceCube/DeepCore and some other neutrino experiments means they

are often unable to probe for light WIMPs as LUX and other direct searches are capable

of doing. Furthermore, the limits shown here assume the DM capture and annihilation

processes in the Sun are in equilibrium, an assumption that may not be true for many DM

candidates [77].

The exclusion of the DAMA region by LUX in the SD proton-only coupling case, the

case where LUX limits are approximately at their weakest, suggests that the LUX result

may exclude any SD explanation for the DAMA signal, the first time a single experiment
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 C. Savage et al, arXiv:1502.02667 L. Baudis et al, Phys. Rev. D 88, 115014 (2013)

SI, elastic WIMP-nucleus SD, elastic WIMP-nucleus SD, inelastic WIMP-nucleus
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Backgrounds: nuclear recoils

• Radiogenic goal: <7 x 10-4 events/(t y)


• active LS veto around cryostat under study


• Cosmogenic (MC: 7.3 x 10-10 n/(cm2 s) for En > 10 
MeV)


• <0.01 events/(t y) in XENON1T/nT shield


• <<0.003 events/(t y) in 14 m diameter water 
shield  

• XENON1T muon veto performance must be 
improved by ~ a factor of 10 (very conservative) 

• Alternative: line the experimental hall with muon 
veto (multi-layered proportional tubes, as in Soudan 
Lab)

DARWIN-LXe in 14 m ø 
water Cherenkov shield

Increased)Water)Cerenkov)muon)veto)

M.)Selvi)–)DARWIN)mee3ng)9)2015)

Increased)Water)Cerenkov)muon)veto)

M.)Selvi)–)DARWIN)mee3ng)9)2015)

MC simulation for XENON1T
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DARWIN backgrounds: electronic recoils

• Materials (cryostat, photosensors, TPC)


• 222Rn in LXe: 0.1 µBq/kg (1 µBq/kg => same 
background level as solar neutrinos)


• natKr in LXe: 0.1 ppt natKr (0.2 ppt natKr => same 
background level as solar neutrinos)


• 136Xe double beta decay


• Solar neutrinos (mostly pp, 7Be)

Channel Before discr After discr (99.98%)
pp + 7Be neutrinos 95 0.488

Materials 1.4 0.007
85Kr in LXe (0.1 ppt natKr) 40.4 0.192
222Rn in LXe (0.1 µBq/kg) 9.9 0.047

136Xe 56.1 0.036
200 t x yr exposure
4-50 keVnr, 30% acceptance

1 t x yr exposure,
2-30 keVee

96
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Background reduction

∙ 3D position reconstruction → fiducialization of the LXe target, multisite event cut

∙ interaction in the center of the target → remaining xenon acts as an active veto for multiple scattering events

∙ Z coordinate from delay time between S1 and S2
   → resolution ~3mm (typical S2 width 2μs, electron drift velocity 1.5 mm/μs)

∙ XY resolution of about 8 mm can be achieved with 3 inch phototubes

∙ efficiency of FV + multisite cuts >99.5%

∙ more efficient for electronic than for nuclear recoils due to shorter mean free path

Alexander Kish, UZH 3

∙charge-to-light ratio provides additional ER BG discrimination: 99.5% – 50% NR acceptance,
                                                                                                      99.9% – 30% NR acceptance

Materials: strong self-shielding by dense LXe



DARWIN backgrounds: electronic recoils

• Materials (cryostat, photosensors, TPC)


• 222Rn in LXe: 0.1 µBq/kg (1 µBq/kg => same 
background level as solar neutrinos)


• natKr in LXe: 0.1 ppt natKr (0.2 ppt natKr => same 
background level as solar neutrinos)


• 136Xe double beta decay


• Solar neutrinos (mostly pp, 7Be)

Channel Before discr After discr (99.98%)
pp + 7Be neutrinos 95 0.488

Materials 1.4 0.007
85Kr in LXe (0.1 ppt natKr) 40.4 0.192
222Rn in LXe (0.1 µBq/kg) 9.9 0.047

136Xe 56.1 0.036
200 t x yr exposure
4-50 keVnr, 30% acceptance

1 t x yr exposure,
2-30 keVee

WIMPs and backgrounds
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WIMP physics: spectroscopy
• Capability to reconstruct the WIMP mass and cross section for various masses (20, 100, 500 

GeV/c2) and a spin-independent cross section of 2x10-47 cm2 (assuming different exposures)
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Update: Newstead et al., PHYSICAL 
REVIEW D 88, 076011 (2013)
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• E = [5-35] keVnr

 99.98% discrimination, 30% NR acceptance, LY = 8 pe/keV at 122 keV
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DARWIN WIMP sensitivity
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• Minimal simplified DM model with only 4 variables: mDM, Mmed, gDM, gq 

• Here DM = Dirac fermion interacting with a vector or axial-vector mediator; equal-
strength coupling to all active quark flavours
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Figure 4. Projected 90% CL limits for the CMS mono-jet search (blue lines), LZ (red lines) and
DARWIN (purple lines) in the cross section vs mDM plane for SI and SD interactions appropriate
for the vector and axial-vector mediators respectively. The collider limits are defined for coupling
scenarios with gq = gDM = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.45. For comparison, the discovery reach of DD exper-
iments accounting for the neutrino scattering background are also displayed (green lines). For the
spin-independent interaction we also show a projection of the SuperCDMS limit (orange line).

among the DD community. However, when comparing the two planes care must be taken

in the interpretation of the relative sensitivities of the di↵erent scenarios. For example,

whereas in the (M
med

,m
DM

) plane the mono-jet limits get stronger with increasing cou-

pling, the same results displayed in the (�0

DD

,m
DM

) plane show that for DM masses below

a few hundred GeV more parameter space is ruled out for the weaker coupling scenarios.

This is explained by the fact that the planes use di↵erent observables to benchmark the

performance of the search. In one case the mediator mass M
med

is the benchmark, whereas

in the other case it is the nucleon-WIMP scattering cross section �0

DD

. As explained above,

the cross section scales as (gqgDM

)2/M4

med

for DD experiments, and approximately like

(gqgDM

)2/(M4

med

�
med

) for the collider search. It is important to take these relations into

account when translating between the two planes. For the example mentioned above, this

implies that, whereas the collider limit on M
med

gets stronger with increasing coupling,

when taking into account the factor (gqgDM

)2, it rules out less parameter space in �0

DD

as

the coupling increases. Therefore, the results displayed in these two planes are fully consis-

tent but represent di↵erent ways to benchmark the search. Depending on what observable

is more relevant for the question at hand, either the (M
med

,m
DM

) plane or the (�0

DD

,m
DM

)

plane might be more appropriate to answer it.

We emphasize that the results and sensitivity projections presented here are valid for

single vector or axial-vector mediator exchange, assuming equal coupling to all quarks.

Experimentally, DD experiments probe a combination of the couplings to u and d quarks

for vector exchange and to u, d and s quarks for axial-vector mediator exchange. This

is in contrast to the mono-jet search. Although the production of the vector or axial-
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Figure 4. Projected 90% CL limits for the CMS mono-jet search (blue lines), LZ (red lines) and
DARWIN (purple lines) in the cross section vs mDM plane for SI and SD interactions appropriate
for the vector and axial-vector mediators respectively. The collider limits are defined for coupling
scenarios with gq = gDM = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.45. For comparison, the discovery reach of DD exper-
iments accounting for the neutrino scattering background are also displayed (green lines). For the
spin-independent interaction we also show a projection of the SuperCDMS limit (orange line).

among the DD community. However, when comparing the two planes care must be taken
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whereas in the (M
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) plane the mono-jet limits get stronger with increasing cou-
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plane might be more appropriate to answer it.

We emphasize that the results and sensitivity projections presented here are valid for

single vector or axial-vector mediator exchange, assuming equal coupling to all quarks.

Experimentally, DD experiments probe a combination of the couplings to u and d quarks

for vector exchange and to u, d and s quarks for axial-vector mediator exchange. This

is in contrast to the mono-jet search. Although the production of the vector or axial-
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Accelerator searches

• Minimal simplified DM model with only 4 variables: mDM, Mmed, gDM, gq 

• Here DM = Dirac fermion interacting with a vector or axial-vector mediator; equal-
strength coupling to all active quark flavours

S. M
alik et al., arXiv:1409.4075
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Figure 4. Projected 90% CL limits for the CMS mono-jet search (blue lines), LZ (red lines) and
DARWIN (purple lines) in the cross section vs mDM plane for SI and SD interactions appropriate
for the vector and axial-vector mediators respectively. The collider limits are defined for coupling
scenarios with gq = gDM = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.45. For comparison, the discovery reach of DD exper-
iments accounting for the neutrino scattering background is also displayed (green lines). For the
spin-independent interaction we also show a projection of the SuperCDMS limit (orange line).
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• About a factor of 10 increase every ~ 2 years


• Can we keep this rate of progress?

LUX

DARWIN
LZ

XENONnT

XENON100

XENON1T

SuperCDMS/EURECA

LB, Physics of the Dark Universe 4,  2014

WIMP-nucleon cross sections versus time
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Direct detection experiments have reached tremendous sensitivities 

probe cross sections down to 10-45 cm2 at WIMP masses ~ 50 GeV 

probe particle masses below 10 GeV (new models) 

complementary with the LHC and with indirect searches 

test various other particle candidates  

Excellent prospects for discovery 

increase in WIMP sensitivity by 2 orders of magnitude in the next few years 

reach neutrino background (measure neutrino-nucleus coherent scattering!) this/
next decade

Conclusions 

103



The end

104

Of course, “the probability of success is difficult to estimate, 
but if we never search, the chance of success is zero”

G. Cocconi & P. Morrison, Nature, 1959



DARWIN technical challenge: backgrounds

• ER dominance by solar neutrinos needs: 

➡low intrinsic levels of 85Kr and 222Rn 


• 85Kr: 0.1 ppt natKr (0.2 ppt natKr => same 
background level as solar neutrinos)


•  0.2 ppt is goal for XENON1T, factor 20 better 
than this already achieved by Münster group*: 
separation factor > 120000!) 

• 222Rn: 0.1 µBq/kg (1 µBq/kg => same 
background level as solar neutrinos)


•  1 µBq/kg is goal for XENON1T): control Rn 
levels with low-emanation materials & 
cryogenic distillation (use different vapour 
pressure), adsorption

*Purified liquid out: natKr/Xe < 26e-15 = 26 ppq (90% CL); measured with MPIK RGMS system 

JCAP01(2014)044
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Figure 2. (Left): overall predicted background spectrum from detector construction materials (see
table 1) and internal (85Kr, 222Rn, 136Xe) contaminations for a central, 14 t region of the detector.
The expected background from 85Kr decays (green, 0.1 ppt of natural krypton), from 222Rn decays
(black dashed, 0.1µBq/kg) and from 136Xe 2⌫��-decays (blue) is also shown separately, along with
the total neutrino signal (red, pp and 7Be). (Right): predicted signal and background rates in the
2-30 keV energy region as a function of fiducial liquid xenon mass.

The contribution of these internal background components is shown separately in fig-
ure 2: they yield a total rate of ⇠700 events/y in the energy region 2–30 keV and a rate of
about 1 event/y in the energy region 2–10 keV, assuming 99.5% rejection of electronic recoils
in the latter case. This rate is comparable to the background coming from 136Xe 2⌫��-decays.
In figure 2, right, we show the background and signal rates as a function of fiducial liquid
xenon mass, motivating our conservative choice of 14 t of LXe in the central detector region.

Table 2 gives an overview of the most relevant background contributions to the overall
event budget. The total background in the energy region 2–30 keV is dominated by 2⌫��-
decays of 136Xe, followed by decays of 85Kr and 222Rn. While the latter can be in principle
further reduced by noble gas purification, the solar neutrino measurement requires the sub-
traction of the 2⌫��-decay component. To diminish its contribution without the need of
background subtraction, and to extend the energy range over which the solar neutrinos can
be observed beyond the 30 keV upper bound, one might consider using xenon gas that is de-
pleted in the 136Xe isotope. The overall background without the 2⌫�� component is shown
in the same figure.

4 Neutrino backgrounds for the dark matter search

In this section we contemplate the main physics channel of DARWIN, the dark matter
search, and calculate the backgrounds from elastic neutrino-electron scatters and from coher-
ent neutrino-nucleus interactions. The expected dark matter signal events are nuclear recoils
from elastic WIMP-nuclei collisions. The charge-to-light ratio, measured independently for
each event, is used to suppress 99.5% of the electronic recoil background. Such a discrimi-
nation level was reached by current-generation detectors and could in principle be improved
by using higher drift fields, through analysis techniques, or by reducing the acceptance of
nuclear recoils. Table 2 gives the expected event rates from WIMP interactions for two cases,
assuming the standard halo model: an isothermal halo with a local dark matter density of
0.3GeV/cm3, a circular velocity of 220 km/s and an escape velocity of 544 km/s [43, 44]. An
in-depth study of the scientific dark matter reach of DARWIN was performed in ref. [45].

– 7 –

0.1 µBq/kg 222Rn

0.1 ppt natKr
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Will directional information help?

• Yes, but mostly at low WIMP masses


• Directional detection techniques currently in R&D phase


• Would be very challenging to reach 10-48 - 10-49 cm2 with these techniques
9

FIG. 7: The combined two dimensional probability distri-
bution ⇢ of the recoil energy and event angle for a 6 GeV
dark matter particle and neutrinos in a CF4 detector. The
expected signal rate is fixed to s=10 and the expected back-
ground rate to b=500.

ues resulting in a background rate b

0

. The number of
observed events n in a pseudo experiment is drawn from
a Poisson distribution centered at a value � which is ei-
ther equal to b

0

for the background only or b

0

+ s for
the signal plus background simulation. For each pseudo
experiment we simulate these n events as we discussed in
section IVC.

To account for the unknown real flux value when per-
forming the experiment we vary the expectation of each
pseudo experiment, that is b in equation 15. Hence, for
each pseudo experiment we draw a random flux value for
each neutrino flux type from a gaussian with 1� corre-
sponding to the uncertainties. This results in a di↵erent
expected background rate b for each pseudo experiment
via equation 12 and widens the Q-distributions. We then
repeat the procedure shifting b

0

up and down by one
sigma to obtain a 1 sigma band for the estimated exclu-
sion limits.

V. RESULTS

A. Estimation of Detector Sensitivities

In order to see directly the gain in sensitivity when
directional information is used, we evaluate the sensitiv-
ity that we obtain from our statistical approach for both
cases, excluding (red bands) and including directional in-
formation (green bands). To compare the results to the
WIMP discovery limit that was presented in [9], we show
this limit as a light-grey line. Note here that the limits
from [9] are discovery limits at the 3� level and based on
a profile likelihood appraoch, whereas we perform a hy-

FIG. 8: Estimated sensitivity limits at 3� level for a non-
directional (red band) and directional (green band) CF4 de-
tector with 36 t-yrs exposure and 5 keV energy threshold
resulting in 500 expected neutrino events. The fainter bands
indicate corresponding sensitivity limits at 90% CL.

potheses test. Therefore, any direct comparison should
be taken with care. A strict discovery limit exists for
dark matter masses that match the energy spectrum of
the neutrino background perfectly, see [9]. This is for
example the case for a 6 GeV dark matter particle and
the background of 8B neutrinos in a Xenon detector. We
reproduce this limit and the discovery limits for heavy
dark matter from [9] with very good accuracy, see also
section VB. In the dark matter mass region around 10
GeV where a steep increase in sensitivity towards smaller
cross-sections is observed, however, we find slighly less
constraining discovery limits, as will become clear when
we discuss the Xenon detector.

In this section we will look at sensitivity limits at the
90% CL and 3� level for experiments with di↵erent tar-
get materials and energy thresholds. To compare the dif-
ferent simulations, the detector exposure is scaled such
that the simulated experiment will observe 500 neutrino
events, i.e. the background contribution is sizable. As
an example for a dark matter detector with direction-
ality, we estimated the sensitivity of Tetraflourmethane
CF

4

as target material. As a light target CF
4

is promis-
ing to distinguish solar neutrinos from light dark matter.
We set the energy thresholds in our run to 5 keV.

Figure 8 shows the obtained sensitivity bands for a 36.6
ton-year CF

4

experiment with a 5 keV energy thresh-
old. The 500 neutrino events consist of 499.8 expected
solar and 0.2 expected non-solar neutrinos. The green
and red bands represent limits that can be obtained with
directional and non-directional detectors at a 3� level,
respectively. The fainter colors show corresponding lim-
its at 90% CL. The seperation of the green band from the
red band clearly shows the impact of directional informa-
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tion. A strong increase in sensitvity for directional de-
tectors towards smaller cross-sections is observed which
is larger the smaller the dark matter mass. This is easily
understood when considering the clear seperation of the
neutrino and dark matter peak in the two dimensional
probability distribution functions. The lighter the dark
matter particle is, the more significant this separation.
For a light dark matter event to be above threshold, the
track of the recoiling nucleus has to lie closer along the
incoming dark matter direction in order to produce a
large enough recoil. Hence, the dark matter signal also
has a strong directional character, as discussed in sec-
tion II. Since the event angle distribution is di↵erent to
the neutrinos, directional information has a large impact.

We find that cross-sections below the solar neutrino
bound can be tested at 3� level when directional infor-
mation is taken into account.

Towards heavier dark matter masses, we see that the
sensitivity curves approach each other and directionality
loses some impact. For heavy dark matter, the distinc-
tion of signal and solar background is already easy when
the energy spectrum is considered on its own, because the
recoil energies of solar neutrinos are much smaller com-
pared to heavy dark matter. Besides, the dark matter
events loose their directional character more and more:
Light dark matter can only give recoil energies above
threshold for the largest dark matter velocities in the
halo, such that only those particles coming from Cygnus
A can give a recoil event in the detector. The kinetic
energy of heavy dark matter particles is, in contrast, also
large for small dark matter velocities. Hence, the incom-
ing direction of dark matter particles that give a signal
event in the detector becomes unconstrained and more
and more isotropic. A competing e↵ect is that the track
resolution for small recoil energies is worse, but improves
for larger recoil energies and thus for heavier dark matter.
Overall, we see that directional information is also useful
for heavier dark matter. This is mainly because when
heavy dark matter particles give recoil energies compa-
rable to the recoil energies of solar neutrinos, the dark
matter events can be distinguished using directional in-
formation, which would not be possible otherwise.

At the moment, the strongest constraints on the
WIMP-nucleon cross-section are set by experiments that
use Xenon as a target material. These detectors have
no directional information and no technology exists up
to now that could achieve this. However, it is still inter-
esting to ask which cross-section experiments with heavy
target materials would be able to probe if they could use
directional information. There is recent interest in de-
veloping a direction-sensitive Xenon detector technology
based on recombination dependence on the recoil angle
relative to the detector ~

E field [48], so perhaps this will
be a possibility for the future.

Therefore, we additionally choose Xenon as a target
material and perform the same tests. Estimated sensi-
tivity curves for a hypothetical experiment with 367.7
ton-year exposure using a 2 keV threshold can be seen

FIG. 9: Estimated sensitivity limits at 3� level for a non-
directional (red band) and directional (green bands) Xenon
detector with 367 t-yrs exposure and 2 keV energy threshold
resulting in 500 expected neutrino events. The fainter bands
indicate corresponding sensitivity limits at 90% CL.

in figure 9. The 500 neutrino background events con-
sist of 485.8 expected solar and 14.2 expected non-solar
neutrinos.

Our statistical test finds that even without direc-
tional information cross-sections below the discovery
limit from [9] can be tested at 3� level. For example,
an 8 GeV WIMP with a cross-section of 2.3⇥ 10�46cm2

would give about 470 dark matter events. We note here,
that we assumed half the flux uncertainties and took a
di↵erent statistical approach than reference [9]. The non-
directional 3�-limit should hence be seen as a WIMP-
discovery limit obtained from our approach rather than
testing cross-sections beyond the discovery limit. Again,
we see that directional detectors can go beyond and probe
smaller cross-sections compared to non-directional detec-
tors. The same trend that directional and non-directional
detectors give similar sensitivities for heavy dark matter
particles is visible; the limits are basically identical for
the Xenon detector.

Compared to the light target material CF
4

we find that
the impact of directional information is less significant
in this Xenon detector configuration when searching for
heavy dark matter. With Xenon as a heavy target mate-
rial solar neutrinos can give recoil energies only up to ap-
proximately 5 keV. Hence, the range of recoil energies for
which directionality is the only indicator to distinguish
the signal from the solar neutrino background is small.
For the light target material CF

4

this range is larger:
solar neutrinos can recoil up to approximately 30 keV,
see figure 4. We can therefore conclude that the larger
the range of possible recoil energies of solar neutrinos is
compared to the total energy range of the detector, the
larger the gain in sensitivity from directional information.

no direction 
no direction 

with direction
with direction

neutrino bounds neutrino bounds

P. Grothaus, M. Fairbairn, J. Monroe, arXiv: 1406.5047

367 t yr exposure, 500 nu events36.6 t yr exposure, 500 (solar) nu events
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Probing a modulation signal in XENON100

• Unbinned PL analysis of ER data assuming 
periodic signal hypothesis (L1)
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• Compare to maximum likelihood (Lmax), 
fixing period to 1 year
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Hence the study of the data in Fig. 3 was limited to peri-
ods between 7 and 500 days. Adding the previous 100.9
live days of data [22] to this analysis does not consid-
erably increase the significance of the study due to its
higher background rate from 85Kr and the uncertainty
therein.

In addition to the un-binned PL analysis, a �2-test
following [23] and a Lomb-Scargle (LS) periodogram [24]
were carried out using binned data. For both tests, a
strong binning dependence of the result is observed. This
dependence, as well as the unavoidable information loss
when using any bin-dependent method, limits the power
of these tests compared to the un-binned PL analysis.
This fact must be taken into account when using the data
in Fig. 1 (f) for further analysis. Nevertheless, the local
and global significances are in agreement with the results
of the PL analysis and the tests provide a consistency
check.

WIMP interactions in the LXe are expected to produce
single-scatter events. The PL spectrum of the single-
scatter data covering the DAMA/LIBRA energy region
(2.0�5.8 keV) is shown in the top panel of Fig. 3. A rise in
significance is observed at long periods with a local signif-
icance of 2.8� at one year and a global significance below
1� for all periods. MC simulations with P = 100 days in
Fig. 2 show that the rise of significance at large periods
in the measured data is not an artifact of the statistical
method.

Low-E multiple-scatter events are used as a
background-only control sample. The PL spectrum
(middle panel of Fig. 3) shows a rise in significance at
long periods, similar to that for single-scatters, with
a local significance of 2.5� at one year and a global
significance below 1� at all periods.

As WIMPs are expected to produce signals primar-
ily at low-E, the higher energy range (5.8 � 10.4 keV)
is used as a sideband control sample. In addition,
DAMA/LIBRA did not observe a modulation above
6 keV. The PL spectrum (bottom panel of Fig. 3) shows
no prominent rise in significance at long periods, in con-
trast to that seen at low-E, and the local significance is
1.4� at one year.

The best-fit parameters and uncertainties are deter-
mined from PL scans. For an assumed annual modula-
tion signal (fixing P = 365.25 days) in the low-E single
scatter data, we obtain C

1

= (5.5 ± 0.6) events/(keV ·
tonne · day) (for reference, C

0

= 6.0 events/(keV · tonne
· day)), A = (2.7 ± 0.8) events/(keV · tonne · day), and
� = (112 ± 15) days, peaked at April 22. Fig. 4 shows
the corresponding confidence level contours as a function
of modulation amplitude and phase. The simulations
in Fig. 2 show that the rise in significance at long peri-
ods in the low-E single- and multiple-scatter data could
be explained by a modulating component with a period
&300 days. However, the best-fit phase disagrees with
the expected phase from a standard dark matter halo
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FIG. 4: The XENON100 best-fit, 95% and 99.73% confi-
dence level contours as a function of amplitude and phase
relative to January 1, 2011 for period P = 1 year. The
expected DAMA/LIBRA signal with statistical uncertainties
only and the phase expected from a standard dark matter
(DM) halo are overlaid for comparison. Top and side panels
show �2 log(L1/Lmax

) as a function of phase and amplitude,
respectively, along with two-sided significance levels.

(152 days) at a level of 2.5� based on the 1D PL scan
as shown in top panel of Fig. 4. Furthermore, the rise in
significance at long periods is evident in both single- and
multiple-scatter data, also disfavoring a WIMP interpre-
tation. Allowing the parameter K to float freely to un-
physical negative values, given the measured 85Kr level,
decreases the significance of large periods and strength-
ens the exclusion limit discussed below.
The XENON100 data can constrain the dark mat-

ter interpretation of the annual modulation observed
by DAMA/LIBRA, as shown in Fig. 4, for certain
models producing ERs. Such constraints were pre-
viously imposed using the average ER event rate in
XENON100 [10]. Here we use the full time-dependent
rate information to directly compare with the expected
DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation signal in our detec-
tor. The expected S1 spectrum in XENON100 is de-
rived from the DAMA/LIBRA residual modulation spec-
trum (Fig. 8 in [4]) following the approach described
in [10], assuming the signals are from WIMP-electron
scattering through axial-vector coupling [9, 10]. The ex-
pected annual modulation amplitude in the low-E range
in XENON100 is then calculated as (11.5 ± 1.2(stat) ±
0.7(syst)) events/(keV · tonne · day), with statistical
uncertainty from the reported DAMA/LIBRA spectrum
and systematic uncertainty from the energy conversion in
XENON100. To compare this expected signal with our
data, the phase � in Eq. (1) is set to (144 ± 7) days [4],
constrained by an additional Gaussian term, L�, in Eq. 2.
The resulting PL analysis of our data disfavors the ex-
pected DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation at 4.8�.
In summary, XENON100 has demonstrated for the

first time that LXe dual-phase time projection cham-

• Standard dark matter halo phase 
is disfavoured by 2.5-sigma


• Assuming V-A coupling of WIMPs 
to e-, DAMA/LIBRA annual 
modulation is excluded at 4.8-
sigma
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Example: Solar axions with XENON100
4

S1 [PE]
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FIG. 3: Background model N
b

⇥ f
b

(grey line), scaled to the
correct exposure, as explained in the text. f

b

is based on the
60Co and 232Th calibration data (empty blue dots), and is
used in Eq.4. The 3 PE threshold is indicated by the vertical
red dashed line.

where ✏(S1) is the acceptance and �
PMT

= 0.5 PE is the
PMT resolution [23].

The background spectrum, f
b

, is modeled based on
60Co and 232Th calibration data. The spectrum is scaled
to the science data exposure by normalizing it to the
number of events seen outside the signal region. For so-
lar axions, it is done between 30 and 100 PE, and for
galactic ALPs below m

A

[pe]�2� and above m
A

[pe]+2�,
where m

A

[pe] is the ALP mass in units of PE and � is
the width of the expected signal peak, see Fig.6. Then,
the scaled background spectrum is integrated in the sig-
nal region to give the expected number of background
events, N

b

. The background model scaled to the correct
exposure, N

b

⇥ f
b

, is shown in Fig.3, along with the
scaled calibration spectrum.

The energy scale term in Eq.3, L2, has been
parametrised with a single nuisance parameter t. The
likelihood function is defined to be normally distributed
with zero mean and unit variance, corresponding to

L2(n
exp(t)) = e�t

2
/2, (7)

where t = ±1 corresponds to a ±1� deviation in nexp, as
shown in Fig.2, i.e., t = (nexp � nexp

mean

)/�.

III. RESULTS

A. Solar axions

The remaining events after all the selection cuts are
shown in Fig.4 as a function of S1. The solid grey line
shows the background model, N

b

⇥ f
b

. The expected S1
spectrum for solar axions, lighter than 1 keV/c2, is shown
as a blue dashed line for g

Ae

= 2 ⇥ 10�11, the best limit
so far reported by the EDELWEISS-II collaboration [30].
The data are compatible with the background model, and
no excess is observed for the background only hypothesis.

Fig.5 shows the new XENON100 exclusion limit on g
Ae

at 90% CL. The sensitivity is shown by the green/yellow
band (1�/2�). As we used the most recent and accurate
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FIG. 4: Event distribution of the data (black dots), and back-
ground model (grey) of the solar axion search. The expected
signal for solar axions with m

A

< 1 keV/c2 is shown by the
dashed blue line, assuming g

Ae

= 2 ⇥ 10�11, the current best
limit from EDELWEISS-II [30]. The vertical dashed red line
indicates the low S1 threshold, set at 3 PE. The top axis shows
the expected mean value of the electronic recoil energy.
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FIG. 5: The XENON100 limits (90% CL) on solar axions is
indicated by the blue line. The expected sensitivity is given
by the green/yellow bands (1�/2�). Limits by EDELWEISS-
II [30], and XMASS [31] are shown, together with the lim-
its from a Si(Li) detector from Derbin et al. [32]. The
contour area corresponds to a possible interpretation of the
DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation signal as originating from
axions [33]. Indirect astrophysical bounds from solar neutri-
nos [34] and red giants [35] are represented by dashed lines.
The benchmark DFSZ and KSVZ models are represented by
grey dashed lines [4–7].

calculation for solar axion flux from [10], which is valid
only for light axions, we restrict the search to m

A

< 1
keV/c2. For comparison, we also present recent exper-
imental constraints [30–32] and the DAMA/LIBRA an-
nual modulation signal [33] interpreted as being due to
axion interactions. Astrophysical bounds [34, 35] and
theoretical benchmark models [4–7] are also shown.For
solar axions with masses below 1 keV/c2 XENON100 is
able to set the strongest constraint on the coupling to
electrons, excluding values of g

Ae

larger than 7.7⇥ 10�12

Background 

Signal
mA < 1 keV/c2

gAe = 2⇥ 10�11

Look for solar axions via their couplings to 
electrons, gAe, through the axio-electric effect

• XEON100: based on 224.6 live days x 34 kg 
exposure; using the electronic-recoil spectrum, 
and measured light yield for low-energy ERs (LB 
et al., PRD 87, 2013; arXiv:1303.6891)

XENON, Phys. Rev. D 90, 062009 (2014) 

�A / g2Ae =) R / g4Ae

�Ae = �pe(EA)
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Example: Galactic axion-like particles with 
XENON100

Background 
Signal

Look for ALPs via their couplings to electrons, 
gAe, through the axio-electric effect 

Expect line feature at ALP mass 

Assume

R / g2Ae

XENON, Phys. Rev. D 90, 062009 (2014) 
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• XEON100: based on 224.6 live days x 34 kg 
exposure; using the electronic-recoil spectrum, 
and measured light yield for low-energy ERs (LB 
et al., PRD 87, 2013; arXiv:1303.6891)

XENON, Phys. Rev. D 90, 062009 (2014) 

⇢0 = 0.3GeV/cm3

�A = c�A ⇥ ⇢0
mA

http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.1455
http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.1455


What is the origin of the DAMA signal?

Allowing the amplitude to vary freely, we obtain a best-fit
chi square of χ2 ¼ 69.76.
We show in Fig. 3 the neutrinoþmuon signal from our

first fit (with Aν ¼ 0.039 and Aμ ¼ 0.047) compared with a
dark matter signal and the best-fit signal from muons alone.
The neutrinoþmuon and dark matter signals are very close
together in phase, and both fit well to the DAMA data. As
expected, the muon-only model provides the worst fit, as it
has a phase which lags ∼30 days behind the data. This is
confirmed by the χ2 values, which we show in Table I.
We present two additional metrics in Table I, which

account for the different numbers of free parameters. For
the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [24] the neutrinoþ
muon model gives the best fit, and for the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC) dark matter has the lowest
value, but only by a difference of ΔBIC ¼ 1.36, which is
not significant. We conclude that our neutrino+muon model
fits as well to the DAMA modulation as a dark matter
signal.
Rates of cosmogenic neutrons.—We have modeled the

DAMA annual modulation by using neutrons produced by
solar neutrinos and atmospheric muons. Indeed, the DAMA
events cannot be due directly to muon or neutrino scatter-
ing, due to statistical arguments for the former [13] and too

small a rate for the latter [25]. In this section, we discuss
whether these muons and neutrinos can produce enough
neutrons to constitute the DAMA signal.
Muons produce neutrons via scattering in either the rock

or potentially the lead shielding around the detector
[13,14,26]. Likewise, neutrons from neutrino neutral-cur-
rent scattering have been proposed as a detection method
for supernovae neutrinos using 9Be, 23Na, 35Cl, 56Fe, and
208Pb targets [27–30]. For 208Pb the neutron emission
threshold for the neutrino is Eν > 7.37 MeV [27], and
so 8B solar neutrinos could stimulate neutron spallation,
since these have energies up to 14 MeV [19,20].
We now calculate the amount of target needed for

cosmogenic neutrons to explain the DAMA signal. We
estimate the rate of neutrons by using R ∼ ΦσnV, where Φ
is the flux, σ is the interaction cross section, n is the number
density of the target, and V is its volume.
For 8B solar neutrinos, the flux is of the order Φν ∼

106 cm−2 s−1 [20]. Assuming a 208Pb target, the cross
section for neutrino-induced neutron spallation is σ ∼
10−41 cm2 [27]. Hence, the rate of neutrino-induced neu-
tron emission is of the order of Rν ∼ 10−35nV
neutrons=sec. For muons, we assume a flux at the Gran
Sasso lab of Φμ ∼ 10−8 cm−2 s−1 and a cross section for
neutron production σ ∼ 10−26 cm2 [26]. This gives a muon-
induced neutron rate of Rμ ∼ 10−34nV neutrons=sec.
Hence, our estimates imply Rν=Rμ ∼ 0.1, which is encour-
aging given that we required for the modulation residuals
Aν=Aμ ≈ 0.5 to provide a good fit to DAMA data.
Taking the number density to be n ¼ 1029 m−3, a

volume of V ∼ 1000 m3 is enough to generate ∼100
neutrons per day, which is similar to the rate observed
in DAMA. For the muon-induced neutrons, the mean free
path (MFP) is λ ≈ 2.6 m [31]. Hence, we estimate the
effective volume over which these neutrons are pro-
duced and still reach the detector to be Veff ¼
4π

R
drr2 exp½−r=λ$ ≈ 450 m3, which is close to the

volume V needed to explain the DAMA signal. The
neutrino-induced neutrons will be of lower energies,
resulting in a shorter MFP and a smaller Veff. However,

FIG. 2 (color online). Contours (and best-fit point is denoted by
star) of the modulation residuals for the muon Aμ and neutrino Aν
induced neutron signal in Eq. (3), for the case where the phases
are marginalized over. Shown also are approximate values for the
day where the signal peaks for selected values of Aν=Aμ.

FIG. 3 (color online). Comparison of models for the DAMA data. The model proposed in this Letter is shown as the solid cyan line,
composed of neutrons produced by solar neutrinos and atmospheric muons [with fixed phases ðϕν;ϕμÞ ¼ ð3; 179Þ days]. Adding the
solar neutrino contribution to that from muons shifts the phase forward by ∼30 days, markedly improving the fit to the data.
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Possible explanation: a combination of neutrinos and muons


Solar 8B neutrino- and atmospheric muon-induced neutrons 

Combined phase of muon and neutrino components*: good fit to the data

Jonathan Davis, PRL 113, 081302 (2014)

*Muons: flux correlated with T of atmosphere; period is ok but phase is 30 d too late 
*Neutrinos: flux varies with the Sun-Earth distance; period is ok but phase peaks in early Jan
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Figure 6: DAMA residuals (blue) and stratospheric temperature residuals ∆Teff/Teff (green),
in percent from the respective baselines.
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• Annual modulation: significance is 9-sigma; 1 - 2% effect in bin count rate

• The effect appears only in lowest energy bins

• The origin of the time variation in the observed rate is still unclear


➡motion of the Earth-Sun system through the WIMP halo?

➡ environmental effects?

➡other observables (muon flux, temperature, radon levels etc) vary with the season

Muon rate in LNGS*

see also David Nygren, arXiv:1102.0815 and Kfir Blum, arXiv:1110.0857


